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2 
SUGGESTIONS RELATIVE TO THE PREPARATION OF THE COUNTY EXTENSION 
AGENT'S ANNUAL REPORT 
Six rood reasons may be listed as to why an extension worker should prepare a comprehensive annual report. 
1. The annual report is an accounting to the taxpaying public of what the extension worker has accomplished during the 
year. 
2. It is a record of the year's work put into shape for ready reference in later years by the extension worker himself, or by 
his successors. 
3. The annual report affords the extension worker opportunity to place his activities and accomplishments before superior 
officers, who form judgment as to which workers are deserving of promotion or best qualified to fill responsible posi-
tions when vacancies occur. 
4. The inventory of the past year's efforts and accomplishments enables the extension worker to plan more effectively for 
the coming year. 
5. An accurate report of his work is a duty every scientific worker owes to the other members of his profession. 
6. Annual reports are required by Federal law. 
From four to six copies of the annual report should be made, depending upon the number required by the State office: 
One copy for the county officials, one copy for the agent's files, one or more copies for the State extension office, and one 
copy for t he Extension Service, United States Department of Agriculture. The report to the Washington office should 
be sent through the State extension office. 
NARRATIVE SUMMARY 
A separate narrative report is desired from the leader of each line of work, such as county agricultural agent, home demon-
. stration agent boy.,s' and girls' club agent,.and Negro agent. Where an assistant agent has been employed during a 
1 pllrt or all of the year, the report of his or her work should be included with the report of the leader of that line of work. 
Where an agent in charge of a line of work has quit the service during the year, the information contained in his or her 
report should be incorporated in the annual report of the agent on duty at the close of the report year, and the latter 
report so marked. ' • 
The narrative report should summarize and interpret under appropriate subheadings the outstanding results accomplished 
in helping rural people to solve their current problems and to make adjustments to changing economic and social 
conditions. 
A good narrative report should enable the reader to obtain a comprehensive picture of-
1. What was attempted-the program as outlined at the beginning of the year. 
2. How the work was carried on--'the teaching methods employed. 
3. The cooperation obtained from other extension workers, rural people, commercial interests, and other public 
agencies. r 
4. Definite accomplishments, supported by objective evidence. 
6. Significance of the year's progress and accomplishments in terms of better agriculture, better home!11a~ing, 
improved boys and girls, better l'ural living, etc. 
6. How next-year's work can be strengthened and improved-in light of the current year's experience. 










Read the definitions of extension terms on the last page of this schedule. 
Read last year's annual report again, applying the criteria for a good annual report discussed above. 
Prepare an outline with main headings and subheadings. 
Go over the information and data assembled from various office sources. 
Decide upon a few outstanding pieces of work to receive major emphasis. 
Employ a newspaper style of writing, placing the more important information first. 
Observe accepted principles of English composition. 
Include only a few photographs, news articles, circular letters, or other exhibits to illustrate successful teaching 
methods. Do not make the annual report a scrapbook. 
STATISTICAL SUMMARY 
Where two or more agents are employed in a county they should submit a single statistical report showing the combined 
activities and accomplishments of all county extension agents employed in the county during the year. Negro men and 
women agents should prepare a combined statistical report separate from that of the white agents. 
Provision is made in the report form for each agent to report separately the teaching activities he or she conducts or partici-
pates in during the report year. County totals are the sum of the activities of all agents minus duplications where two 
or more agents engage in the same activity. For purposes of reporting, extension results or accomplishments are ex-
pressed in numbers of farmers or families assisted in making some improvement or definitely influenced to make a change. 
Such an improvement or change may be the outcome of any phase of the program for men, women, older rural youth, or 
4-H Club boys and girls. Only the improvement or change taking place during the current year as the result of extension 
effort should be reported. Census type of information on the status of farm and home practices should not be included. 
For use on the national level the statistical data on the year's extension activities and accomplishments must be ex-
preBSed in somewhat broad and general terms. Each State extension service may desire to include in a statistical supple-








County total t 
(d) (a) 
1. Months of service this year (agents and assistants) ____ __________________________________ __ _____ ________________ g~----------- ________________ ________ _________ )1f __ )fa___ x x x x x x x x 
2. Days devoted to work with adults •------------------------------------------------------------------------ _____ _307 __________________________________________ 624 __________ x x x x x x x x 
3. Days devoted to work with 4-H Clubs and older youth·--------------------------------- ----------- _______ 21.a ___________ ------------------------ _______ 2._6_7___________ X X X X X X X X 
:: ~:;: : ~:~es s -:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::3~~::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::~~ :::::::::: : : : : : : : : 
6. Number of farm or home visits made in conducting extension work ·----------------------------- _______ 7.3-fL _________ ------------------------ _____ .l,._59Q __ ______________ J~J_i_e _________ _ 
7. Number of different farms or homes visited.. __________________________________________________________________ g~fL ______________________________________ .l,._?.9_6 __________________ l_9_WJ_ ____ ____ _ 
8 
N b f alls l . . k {(1) Office ___________ ________________________ iQu2 _______________________________ ________ _J.QJ_6 _________________ 5..0_8_5 ________ _ 
. um er o c re atmg to extension wor ------------------- (2) Telephone _________ ______________ ____ __ l88Q __________ ____________ __________ ___ _____ .2534. __________ ______ .4414 ________ _ 
9. Number of news articles or stories published 1 ---------------------------------------------------------- _______ 7Jl __________ _ -----·-----------·------ ______ 4.69 _________________ .12.QQ ________ _ 
10. Number of bulletins distributed..____________________________________________________________________________ .l.3#227 ___________ ---------·-----·-------· _ .. 2..,.2.64,__________ _ ___ l!i,561. _______ _ 
11. Number of radio talks broadcast or prepared for broadcasting _______________________________________________ h2 ___________ -·-------·-------------· _________ .L4. ___________________ 8_6 __________ _ 
{ 
( a) Number ____ _________________________________ l ___________ ---------------------- _____________ ..3-____________________ .4 __________ _ 
(1) Adult work _______ (b)T::~ ~:~:!:nee of: _______ ___ , -·--····--·-·--------·-- ----------·-----·------- _______ 200 ---------- ------2-00 -----------
12. Training meetings held for local (c) Women leaders _________________________ 16 ___________ -----------------------· _______ ll3 -----·---- ________ .12_2 ________ _ 
lead~ "'oommitte,m,n_ _________ (2) ,._~d Club :d I (•~:.::im:e::.dan<e of,------------ ___________ 4 ___________ -- --------------------- ___________ l. ______________________ 5 -------- o, 
13. Method demonstration meetings 
O 
er yout --·{(b) Leaders ______________ _____________ -------2~~---------L --------------------·- · -------11~ ·--------· --------~ ·--------
held. (Do not include the meth- (1) Adult work..._____ ~:; ;;:1b::;:~~~~~;:::::.-_:::::::: :::_j5~3::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: :::12ia1::::::::::: ::::16.350_::::::::: 
od demonstrations given at lead- (2) 4-H Club and {<a) Number _____________ : ____________ _______ 21) ___________ -----------------------· _______ 2.Ql. ______ ___ _____ ____ .4JJJ.. ________ _ 
edr trQainint~ meet)ings reported un- older youth.. ___ (b) Total attendance ___________________ .3377 ___________ ------------------------ -----5B.BJ.. ________________ !)2t{) _____ ____ _ 
er ues 10n 12 --·--------------------
14. Number of adult result demonstrations conducted.. ________________________________________________ _____ ·--------------------__ --------------·-------·· _______________________ ----------·-------------
15. Meetings held at such result demonstrations __________________ {(!) Number _____________________ _____ ----------- ------------ ------------------------ -----------------·-·---- ·--·-------··-·--------
(2) Total attendance __________ ____ _______ __________________ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------·-----------
{
( ) { (a) Number ____________________ __ ____________ 2 _____________ ---------------------·-- _________ J..4_ ____________________ 16 ________ _ 
1 Adult work..._____ (b) Total attendance ____________________ ,SQJQ ___________ ------------------------ _______ .691, __________ -------S.721 ________ _ 
16. Tours conducted_______________________ (2) 4-H Club and { (a) Number ·------------------------ ------------------------ -----------·------------ ------------------------ ------------------------
older youth..___ (b) Total attendance ____________ __ _ ________________________ ------------------------ ------------------------ ---------·-------------
{
(!) Adult work__ _____ {(a) Number------------------------ _________ 8 l_ __________ ---------------------- ·---------------- ---------- Bl ________ _ 
(b) Total attendance ______________ ___________ 7 ___________ ----------------------· _______________________ _____________ 7 ________ _ 
17. Achievement days held____________ (2) 4-H Club and f (a) Number _____________________________ 8 __ 2 __________ --------------------- ---------2-------·-- ------------2------·-· 
older youth____ (b) Total attendance _____________________ g ________________________________ --------~_'.!J,_ __________ ---------~11 _______ _ 
• Includes assistant county agent In charge of 4-H Olub work or who devotes practically full time to club work. 
1 County total should equal sum of preceding three columns minus duplications due to two or more agents participating in same activity or accomplishment. 
1 The sum or questions 2 and 3 should equal tbe sum of questions 4 and 5. 
• Do not count a single visit to both tho farm and home as two visits. 
• Do not count item.a relating to notices of meetings only. 
16-28074-1 
GENERAL ACTIVITIES-Continued 
Report only this year's activities that can he verified Home demonstration agents 
(a) 




County total 1 
(d) 
18. Encampments held (report attend-I (l) Farm women. _____ l ~:; ~:=lb:~:~~~~--~~~;:~:~-.: ::::::::j~_::::::·: :: :::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::)t:::::::::: 
ance for your county only) 
1
___ ___ __ (c) Total others attending ______ ____ __ ____ ) ____ _____ __ _______________ ___ ________ ________________ ___ _____ ________ J ___________ _ 
{
(a) Number _______________________________ ____ l___________ _ ______________________ 1 ______ _ __ __ _ _ l_______ __ _ _____ ____ .l_ __________ _ 
(2) 4-H Club and (b) Total boys attending ______ __ ------------------------ ------------------------ ___________ 4,3 ___ ______________ J.u __ ________ _ 
older youth..__ __ (c) Total girls attending __ ____ ___________ 7.') ___________ ------------------------ ------------------------ _________ 79 __ ___ _____ _ 
(d) Total others attending _ ________ __ ____ 7. ___________________________________ ------------------------ ___________ 7. ______ ____ _ 
19. Other meetings of an extension { ) 
nature participated in by county (l 
or State extension workers and (2) 
not previously reportecL __________ _ 
Ad It k. (a) Number _____________ ________________ ____ J ,L __________________________________________ .l.QQ _______________ JQJL ________ _ _ 
u wor -------, (b) Total attendance _______ ___ ___ : _______ 69-Q ___________ ------------------------ _______ _5JQQ ___ __ __ ______ 5.9..9:9 ___________ _ 
4-H Club and (a) Number _______________ __ _____ _______ _____ J,. ___________ ------------------------ -----------~.lJ_ __________________ 4_5- __________ _ 
older youth. ___ , (b) Total attendance ___ ______ _____ __________ 5 ___________ ------------------------ _______ 35.93 _____________ 35.9_8 ___________ _ 
Adult work._______ ~:; ~:lb::;~~~~~~~~:::_--~~::::: :::::::6it:::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::~z!::::::::::: 20. Meetings held by local leaders or {(l) committeemen not participated in 
bycountyorStateextensionwork- (2) 
ers and not reported elsewhere ___ _ 
4-H Club and {(a) Number ____________ __ ____ _____ __ _________ ,51 ___________ ------------------------ ------------------------ ________ 5.l. _______ ___ _ 
older youth..___ (b) Total attendance_ _____________ _____ l0_6l ___________ ______ ------------------ __ ---------------------- ____ 10_6.l. __________ _ 
1 Includes assistant county agent In charge or 4-H Olub work or who devotes practically run time to club work. 
1 County total should equal sum of preceding three columns minus duplications due to two or more agents pa.rtlclpatlng In same activity or accomplishment. 
• Does 11ot Include picnlca, rallies, and short courses, which should be reported under question 19. 
SUMMARY OF EXTENSION INFLUENCE THIS YEAR 
It is highly desirable for extension workers to consider the proportion of farms and homes in the county that have been definitely influenced to make some sub-
stantial change in farm or home operations during the report year as a result of the extension. work done with men, women, and youth. It is recognized that this 
information is very difficult for agents to report accurately, so a coneervative estimate based upon such records, surveys, and other sources of information as are 
available will be satisfactory. 
21. Total number of farms in county ( 1945 census) ___________________________________________________________ _________________________ __ _ ------------------------------------- ______________ 6.J7l ______ _ 
22. Number of farms on which changes in practices have definitely resulted from the agricultural program________________ ____ __________________________ _____ _ ___________ __ J52J. ______ _ 
23. Number of farms involved in preceding question which were reached this year for the first time____________ __ __________ ___ _____ _____ ______ _____ ______ ______ _ ___________ ___ _ ..191 ______ _ 
24. Number of nonfarm families making changes in practices as a result of the agricultural program______________ ___ __ _______ __ ___ _____ _____ ____ _____ _________ _ ____ __ ____ , ____ J.QQ ______ _ 
25. Number of farm homes in which changes in practices have definitely resulted from the home demonstration program___________ ___ ______ ____ ___ _____ -------------- 2.0.Jl ____ __ _ 
26. Number of farm homes involved in preceding question that were reached this year for the first time___________________________________ _________ ___ ___ ____ ---------------- h5Q ______ _ 
27. Number of other homes in which changes in practices have definitely resulted from the home demonstration program___________________ _____________ _ __ __________ ___ _500 _____ _ 
28. Number of other homes involved in preceding question that were reached this year for the first time__________________________ ____ ____ ____________________ _ ________ ___ ____ .205 ______ _ 
29. Number of farm homes with 4-H Club members enrolled,.______________________________________________ __ ___________________________________________________ ___ _____ ___ _ ____ __ ____ __ ___ 112 _____ _ 
30. Number of other homes with 4-H Club members enrolled____________ _______________________________________ ______ _______________ ___________________________________ ___ _ _______________ ]2J _____ _ 
31. Total number of different farm families influenced by some phase of the extension program. (Include questions 22, 25, and 29 minus duplications) -_-_-_-_-_-_-_ -_--_-_-_--_ 21zi-_-_-_-_-_-_ 
32. Total number of different other families influenced by some phase of the extension program, (Include questions 24, 27, and 30 minus duplications) '+4_.? 
33. 
EXTENSION ORGANIZATION AND PLANNING 
County extension association or committee (includes agricultural councils, home demomitration councils, and 4-H councils or similar advisory committees; also farm and 
home bureaus and extension associations in those Sts.tes where such associations are the official or quasi-official agene-y in the county cooperating with the college in 
the management or conduct of extension work): 
(a) Over-all or generaL____ (1) Name------~~~~-~~P-__ .Q~_! __ Ag;i,_!f--_! __ .Q_<?_!!l_! ___ __ ___ ___ __________________ _ 
(b) Agricultural______________ (1) Name _____ Anderson _ Co • __ Agri I lo __ Como ____________________________ _ 
(c) Home demonstration___ (1) N ame __ AJ]..Q._QI'_~_c;_>JJ_ __ .Qg_~ __ .Q_c;_>_\l119JJ ___ 9J ___ f..~ __ Y(Q_~JJ, ______________ _ 
(d) 4-H Club__________________ (1) N ame __ AD.g._e1"_~.Q1J. ___ Q_Q_9 __ U_~ ___ Q_Q_'gJ.]_9_i._:). _____________________ ________ _____ _ 






No. of members _________ _ ----------------·-·- 78 -----
No. of members _________ _ -------------------- 78 ____ _ 
No. of members __________ _ ------------------ c::1)1 -----
No. of members __________ _ --------.. -------. 8.9 JJ._ ---. 
No. of members _________ _ 
34. Number of members of county extension program planning committees and subcommittees (include commodity and special-interest committees): 
(a) Agricultural _____________ J§__________ (b) Home demonstration ________ _____ __ f!;,_7_______ (c) 4-H Club _________________ §9-}j.____ (d) Older youth __ __.J _______________________ _ 
35. Total number of communities in county. (Do not include number of neighborhoods.)_______ _______________________________________________________________ _ ________ ____________ Qh ____ _ 
36. Number of communities in which the extension program has been planned cooperatively by extension agents and local committees_____________ _ ________ ____________ 2,3 ____ _ 
37. Number of clubs or other groups organized to carry on adult home demonstration work ___ Jj_!;)_L .QJ.JJ.9_~ ___ @.Q. ___ Q-9_9 __ .M_<).l'};:_e_t ______________ _ ___ __ ________ _______ 28 ____ _ 
38. Number of members in such clubs or groups________________________________________________________________________ _______________ _______________________ ____________ ---------- --------- (1)7 -----
39. (a) Number of 4-H Clubs. (See question 173.) (b) Number of groups (other than 4-H Club) organized for conduct of extension work with 
older rural youth. (See question 185.) ________ J_f.. _ _g;ir..l~L9-l~he,_ __ g7 __ R9..Y.:.!L9-l1!Q~------------------------------------------------------------- x x x x x x x x x x 
40. Number of neighborhood and community leaders in the neighborhood-leader system ------------------------------ Men ___ ___ .lJQ______________ Women ________________ .65. ____ _ 
41 Number of different voluntar(: local leader:j).()mmit teemen, or neighborhood leaders actively engaged in forwarding the extension program. 
(a) Adult work __________ (l) Men----- -------------- (b) 4-H Club and older youth work.. _________ { (l) Men-----------(}----- (3) Older club boys ---------------------
(2) Women J.l9-___________ (2) Women ------~-------- ( 4) Older club girls _____________ 9-______ °' 
42. 
43. 
COOPERATIVE AGRICULTURAL PLANNING 
Name of the county agricultural planning (over-all planning) group, if any, sponsored by the Extension Service---· ,Anderson __ Co • . Agri 11 . __ Como _______________ _ 
N umbe!at :n::~e:;:::::::~ntrl~g~:~~:~-~~~:i:~I-~~~:____________________ _______ (2) Women ___________ __ ?}______ ___________ (3) Youth -------·------------------------------
(b) Paid representatives of public agencies or other agencies, or of organizations: (1) Men-------------------- ------------------ (2) Women-------------------------------------
44. Number of communities with agricultural planning committee (over-all planninf _______________________________ __ §).J._ _______________________________________________________________________ _ 
45. Number of members of such community planning committees: (a) Men _______ JQ_ __________ (b) Women _§j_________________ (c) Youth --------------------------------------
4{}. Was a county committee report prepared and released during the year? (a) Yes ______ X ---------------------------------------------- (b) No-------------------------------------------
Extension organization and Oounty agricultural 
planning • planning 1 
(a) (b) (c) 
Total 1 
1
(1) Home demonstration agents ___ ___ __ _____ __ ______________ __ ___ __ ___ __ _________ l)J. ___________ ___________________ 7½ _________________________ .ll.8.½ __ _ 
47. Days devoted to line of work by- <2) 4-~ C~ub agents __________________ __________________ __ __________ ___ _ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(3) Agncu tural. agents ___________ _______ _______________ __ __ _________ ___ ---------------27i -------- -----------------12--------- -------------------- )9-1. ---
( 4) State ex tens1 on workers ____________ . __________ __________________ __ ___ . ____ __ ___ . ___ ] 2... ____ _______________________ ]!_ _____________ ----· .. ____ ___ .___ B:~-. _ 
N b f I 
. t· h Id { (1) County _______ _______ ------------------------------ ________________ ______________ _______ ________________ a ____ _ 
48. um er o p annmg mee mgs e -------------------------------------------------- ( ) C - --:=-- f, 
49. Number of unpaid voluntary leaders or committeemen assisting this year ___ ~--~:mu:~: ______ ___________ ____ ] ~--------- ______________ lf ________________ __ __ Jf5_ ____ _ 
50. Days of assistance rendered by voluntary leaders or committeemen __ ___ _______________________________________________ J__________ _____ 7 _ ____ _____ __ ___ 4? ..... 
1 Where extension program planning and count y agricultural planning (over-all planning) have been completely merged Into a single program-planning activity only column (c) should be filled ont Where extension 
proi:ram planning ls the only planning activity, the entries In columns (a) and (c) will be identical In all other cases column (c) ls the sum of columns (a) and (b). ' • l&-2807...,. 
CROP PRODUCTION (other than for family food supply) 























Days devoted to line of work by- 1 . 25 2~ (1) Home demonstration agenfa;_ __ _________________ __ ___ ___________________ ____ __ _______________________________ ---------------- ---------------- __ _____ __ __ ____ ____________________________ R __ 
51. 
(2) 4-H Club agents ______________ ---------------- ---------------- --------------- - ---------------- ··--·-····----- ----···-5---------------------- ---------------- --------i;·----- --------------· 
(3) Agricultural agents _________________ 1_5 ___________ 12 ____________ .)1 __________ 15 __________ 38 ______ _________ 8 __________ 18 ___________ 12 ______________ 0 __________________ _ 
(4) State extension workers _____ ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- -------------·-· 
52. Number of communitie~ in which lO 2h 12 32 27 9 5J 12 2 work was conducted this year _______________________________________________________ ---------------- ---------------- ---------------· ---------------- __________________ _____________________________ _ 
53. Number. of volunta17 l!)cal lE:B-ders or 4 18 8 7 21 8 3 8 J 17 
committeemen assistmg this year ___ ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------
54. Number ol larmora usislod this year in-
(1) Ob~aining improved varie- l4 26 41 2J 58 62 7 25 68 8 ties or strains of seed ________________ ______ ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ----------------
(2) The use of lime ____ __ ________________________________ .llJ_ ______________ 5 ____ _______ 48 ___________ 97 _____________ 21 ___________________________________________ 21 ______ _____________ _ 
(3) The use of fertilizers ___ ____ ________ _lfi _______ ____ 65 ___________ Jt8 ____ _______ 53 _____ ______ 5). __________ J..01 ____ ___ __ ____ 5 ___________________________ 4.,5 ____ _______________ _ 
(4) Controlling plant diseases _________ _n ___________ ll. ____________ _lQ ____ --------------··- ---------------- _____ .18.1 ___________ 12 ________ __ 6_7.5.. _____________ l.h ___________ 27 ___ _ 
~:~ ~::::::: i:~~:: ::~:s. ~::::_l1::::: ::::::5-2 ::::: ::::::::::~:::: :::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::: ::::: 459 :::: :::::::12 :::: :::::: .. :::::::: ::r:::.14:::: :::::::::::::::: 
(7) Controlling rodents and other animals____________ _ ______ l2 _____ _____ ___________ ________ 12 ____ _________________________________________ ______________________________________________________ _____________ ___ _ 
LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION (other than for family food supply) 
Include all work with adults, i-H Club members, and older youth Dairy cattle Beef cattle Sheep Swine Horses and mules 
Poultry 
(lncludlng Other 1Jvestock1 
turkeys) oo w oo oo oo m oo 
1
(1) Home demonstration agents _______________ _______ __ ,. ___ __ '---------- _____ ____ ____ ______________ _____ __ _____________ _ ______ 36½ __________________ _ 
55. Days devoted to line of work by- (2) 4-H. Club agents ________________________ _ ------8--2------~ -----02 ____ ____ ·--------------- : _______ 7 ________ ---------------- ------;8 ______ ------------· ---
(3) Agricultural agents______________________ _____ '::J _____ _ ____ ..z _________ ________ ________ ________ __________________________ ...1. _________________ ' ------
(4) State extension workers __________ ___ ___ ---------------- ____ _._ __ _._ ______________ ___________ • __ _____ _________ __ ________ ________________ ----------------
56. Number of communities in which work was conducted this year ________________ _____ 25 _______ ____ l._8 ____ _________________________ l2 ___________ _________ ___ ______ 35 __ ____ --------=---------
57. Number of voluntary local leaders or committeemen assisting this year __________ l_8 ___________ .).5 ________ __ __ ____________ _______ 5 _______ ______________________ 75 _____________________ _ 
58. Number of breeding circles or clµbs or improvement associations organized 1 1 1 or assisted this year __________________________________________ __ __________________________ ___________________ _______ ____________ __________________ ..,_ ______________ _____ ________________________________ __ _ 




liJ!rft!~ i!fe!~;:~:rfo~~:::!:S re~:r~°:p:ro~:~!~-~~~~-cia~!~~~-- ---------------- ---------------- ________ l _____ ~ ---------------- ---------------- ______ 25 ______ ----------------
61. Number of farmers assisted this year in- • (1) Obtaining purebred males ____________ ________________________ • ____ __________________________ ______ 'l. _________ __ _________________________________________ _____ ___ ________________________ __ _ 
(2) Obtaining purebred or high-grade females ___________________ : ___________ ___ :JJ..8 ____ ~-- _____ 2_6 ________________________________________________________________ ______________________ _ 
(3) Obtaining better strains of baby chicks (including hatching eggs) - X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X __ ___ 3_7______ X X X X X 
(4) Improving methods of feeding _______________________________________________ _____ §] ____ __ _____ lg ________________________ _____ gl, __________________________ J,,5-Q _____________________ _ 
(5) Controlling external parasites ____________ ___________________ ____________________ __ 87 ___________ 76 ______________________ ______ l .2 __ ___ _______________ ,i, 4,53_ ______________________ _ 
(6) Controlling diseases and internal parasites ___________ ___ ____ ______ ______ _ _____ g:J, ___________ gQ _____________________________ J.§ ____________________________ 1Q ____________________ _ 
(7) Con trolling predatory animals____________ ______ _______ _________ _____________ _ _____ _____________ ___ _______________ ____ __ ______________________________________________________ ________ ____ __ _ 




CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES 1 
Include all work wltb adults, 4-H Club members, and older youth Soll and water Forestry Wildlife 
00 00 00 
• 110ur Land" Essay Contest 
Days devoted to line of work by- Conservation Camp 5 1 l 
( 1) Home demonstration a gen ts.................... .......................................... .............. ...... .......... . .......................................................... ·-·· ·-··. ·-·. 
~:~ ~!c~::r:lg:;!ts .-·······-·········-- ···---······-·-·-·······-·-·----·-··-···-·········-····--··-- ·-·· ········· 86 ··········-·· .......... 8 ._. ····-·· ................... 1 .. _. ·····-·-
( 4) State extension workers __ ·-··-····-·-··--·-····················-··········-·-·-··-····-··········-·-··-· - -· · · -· ...2 . ·····-···-·····-······· l ···-······-·-· · ·········-... .1 ..... ...... . 
Number of communities in which work was conducted this year ....... _._ ... Ji~···-·················-· - ·--····· .. . _.2.8 .... _ ....... -··········· U ...... ·-····-· ··········-·-·JJ. . _ .. ·--···· 
Number of voluntary local leaders or committeemen assistirg this ye9.r ......... ·-····--··-·····-···-··· _ .............. Z_8_ ........ _ ... _ .......... 25 ........ _ ... __ ··········-·-··5···· ·····-
Soil and Water-Continued 
65. Number of farmers assisted this year-
Forestry-Continued 
67. Number of farmers assisted this year-
(a) With problems of land use ......... ·-·········· 
(b) In the use of crop rotations .......... ·--·-·-··· 
(c) With strip cropping ............ -.............. _ .. 
(d) In constructing terraces ... ·-·-···-····-········ 
(e) In grassing waterways or otherwise pre-
venting or controlling gullies ............ -._ 
(J) With contour farming of cropland .......... . 
(g) In contouring pasture or range·-···-····-···· 
(h) In the use of cover or green-manure crops .. 
(i) In otherwise controlling wind or water 
erosion ......... ·---·-·-····-···-····-····-········ 
(j) In summer-fallowing ........ ·-····-···-····-···-· 
(k) In making depth-of-moisture tests .......... . 
(Z) With drainage ...... ·-··-···········-···-·········· 
(m) With irrigation.. ................... ·-·············· 
(n) With land clearing ....... ·-··················· 
66. Number of farmers-
(a) In soil-conservation districts which were 
assisted with education for organization 
or operations this year_···---------------·--· 
(b) Assisted in arranging for farm-conserva-
tion plans this year_·-·--·---··-··---·--·-·---
(c) Assisted in doing work based on definite 
farm-conservation plans this year ........ _ 
• Include nature study. 
....... -.. -31 .. -··-······· 
-··········31 ...... _ ..... _ .. 
........... 15 ..... ·-····--·· 
.......... .4,3 .............. . 
........... l2····-···-····-· 
......... 285 .............. . 
......... J81. ··········· -. 
·····-···· 1D --············ 
12 ----- --------- ---·------------
··· ·······-8 ·····--·····-· 
······-·· 153 .... ·--·-···-· 
25 
25 
(a) In reforesting new areas by plantinp; with 
small trees. (Include erosion-control 
plantings)····-···--···--··-····-··············· 
(b) In making improved thinnings, weedings 
or pruning of forest trees .............. --··-· 
(c) With selection cutting ............ ·-···-····-··-· 
(d) With production of naval stores ... ·-·······-· 
(e) With production of maple-sirup products ... 
(f) In timber estimating and appraisaL .... __ 
68. Number of farmers cooperating this year in preven-
tion of forest fires ................ ·--·--··-·-···-····-··--·-·· 
Wildlife-Continued 
69. Number of farmers a sisted this year-
(a) In construction or management of ponds 
for fish ................. --·--·--·.·--··-····----·-· 
(b) In protection of wildlife areas, such as 
stream banks, odd areas, field borders, 
marshes, and ponds, from fire or live-
stock_ _______ ·---··--------·-···-··----·-··--··· 
(c) In planting of edible wild fruits and nuts 
in hedges, stream banks, odd areas, and 
field borders.·-···---·--·----··--·-·---··-····-·· 
(d) With other plantings for food and pro-
tection in wild-life areas---·---·----------
42 
······-·-······>·-···-·--·--
·-·-···-··-····3 ·-···-····-· -1 
--··-····· ... 7 . -········· 
-·········· 91 ·····-····-· 
-···-···········5-········--·· 
J 
Include al work with adults, 4-II Club members, and older youth 
FARM MA,!!AGEMENT 
Farm accounts! cost records, 
inventor es, etc. 
Individua.l farm planning, 
adjustments,• tenancy, 
and other management 
problems 
Farm credit 
(short and long time) Outlook information 
00 00 00 00 
(1) Home demonstration egents _____________________________ ------------------------------_____________________________________________________________________________ 6½ _______  
:·. ~~~~:~: ~~ ~  ::nduo~ ·,ru, ·,~ .-..••...... ~5:....... .. ~2-.. . _ ........ ~ .............. ~ ~ .... 
72. Number of voluntary local leaders or commiteemen assisting this lS 




Number of farm-survey!(a) Farm business ____________ _ 1 
--------3 _________ _ 
75. Number of farmers assisted this year-Continued. 
records taken during (b) Enterprise __________________ _ 
the year: (c) Other _________________________ _ 
(e) In geting started in farming, or in re-
locating . _______________________________________ _ 
Number of farmers!(a) Farm inventory _______________ _ 
assisted this year in (b) General farm records ________ _ 
keeping- . (c) Enterprise records ____________ _ 
------,-17 __________  
______________ 10 ________ _ 
-----____ 55 __________  
(J) With credit problems (debt adjustment 
and financial plans) _________________________ _ 
(g) In using "outlook" to make farm adjust-
Number of farmers assisted this year--
(a) In developing a farm plan only _____________ _ ______________ LJ __________  
ments -----------------------------------------
(h) With a farm-income statement for tax 
(b) In developing a farm and home plan _____ purposes-------------------------------------
(c) In analyzing the farm business ______________ _ -------____ 8 ___ ---- (i) With farm-labor problems ____________________ _ 
(d) In improving landlord-tenant relations 
and leasing arrangements _________________ _ --_ ----___ 12 ____ -_ --_ 
0) In developing supplemental sources of in-
come. ___________________________________________ _ 
GENERAL ECONOMIC PROBLEMS RELATED TO AGRICULTURE 
Include al work with adults, 4-H Club members, and older youth 
Price and trade policies 
(prices, international 




Land policy and programs 
(classification or land zon-
ing, tenure, land develop-
ment, setlement, public-
land management, etc.) 
Public finance aud services 
(taxation, local govern-
ment, facilties such as 





------1,µ.5 _________ 00 
_____________ 1_90 , ________ _ 
Rural welfare (rural-urban 
relationships, part -time 
farming, problems of peo-
ple in low-income areas, mi-
gration, population adjust-
ments, rura.l works pro-
grams, etc.) 
00 00 00 00 
7
•. ~:, ~=::, ·( li f ~~~I~~;;:~: .. :=::::::::=::=: ::-:::::::::::: :::::: ::::::::: :::::::·::::::: :::::: ~::::: 
77. Number of communities in which work w~ conducted _th~s yea~-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________ E,fo_> ___ :_ 
78. Number of voluntary local leaders or commiteemen ass1stmg this year __ --------------------------------------------------------------------------f'--------------------------------------------
79. Number of tours conducted this year to observe economic and social conditions in various land use areas ______________________________________________ _ 
80. Number of local groups (town and county officials, school boards, tax colectors, assessors, etc.) assisted this year in discussing problems of local 
government, public finance, and farming conditions related to these problems _____________________________________________________________________________ _ 
81. Number of displaced families assisted this year in finding employment (agricultural and nonagricultural) _______________________________________________ _ 
82. Number of nonagricultural p:roups to which any of the above economic and social problems have been presented and disQJ.1ssed this year ________ _ 
1 Include al work on farm adjustments conducted In cooperation with AAA and other agencies, snd not definitely related to Individual crop or livestock production or marketing (pp. 6 and 9) or to soil management 
(p, 7). ' 16-28074-1 
MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION 
Tobacco, Club Purchasing 
Include al work with adults, 4-H Olub members, and older Grain and Livestock Dairy Poultry and Fruits and Forest sugar, rice, Home prod· of farm and 
youth Oaneral and wool 1 Coton and other ucts and home sup. bay products eggs 1 vegetables products 
commodities crafts plies and 
M~ke+ equipment (a) (bl (c) (d) (e) (fl (q) (h) (!) (k) 
83. Days devoted to line of work by-
l~1 ~~~  ~~~;~:,~:•nW : ::;i::: :=:s2:=: : : i2 ::: ? :::: :::=::: :=:=:: =:=::=: ::::::: ::::8 : : :: 4::: :::: 2:=: 
84. Number of communities in which work ~ ·: 
was conducted this year. _____________________ 25 __________ 20 ____ , ___ Jl ________ 28 __________ 21 ____ --~ __________________________________ L _______________ 33 _________ )l ___  
85. Number of voluntary local leaders or 45 5 
commiteemen assisting this year ___________ 25 __________ 12 __ _____ 15 _________ 13 ____________ 8 _________ 5 __________________________________________________ ____ ____________ _
86. Number of new cooperatives 2 assisted in ' 
organizing during the year ______________________ 1 ______________________ l ___ · ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
87. Number of established cooperatives 2 as-
sisted during the year _____________________________ 1 _________________ ~. " ____ l _______________________________ _____________________________________________________________ l _________________ _
88. Number of members 2 in the cooperatives 
1 
assisted during the year (questions 86 '- 1• 
and 87)--------------------------------------____ 62 ______ --------_ 161 ____ ------------------------------ ----------------_____ 23 _____ --------co 
89. Value of products sold or purchased by Cooperati ve Breedin~ Assoc ation 
cooperatives assisted during the year Broacimouth Farmer s ,11,ssocia ion - Crinding Feeds ~899.98 
(questions 86 and 87) 2 ____________________ _ 5___________ <;___________ $___________ $___________ $__________ $__________ $__________ $___________ $___________ $___________ $ __________ _ 
90. Number of farmers or families (not mem-
bers of cooperatives) assisted during 6lB ' 
162 27 
10 350 473 
the year ________________________________________ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_____ _ ______ --------- __________________________ _ 
91. Value of products sold or purchased by 
farmers or families involved in the pre-
ceding question_ ______________________________ _ 
~ 994. >0 -'24 00 
106818482 .. • 16.25 7000oOC 274090 $__________ $ ___ ________ ""$__________ $___________ $___________ $___________ $_____ _____ $___________ $___________ i___________ $ __________ 
92. Number of private marketing and distributing agencies and trade groups assisted this year _______________________________________________________________ _ 
93. Number of programs 3 pertaining to marketing agreements, orders, surplus r emoval or-Lend-Lease purchases assisted in or conducted this year __ _ ____________ .2.5 _______  
94. Number of marketing facilities improvement programs 3 participated in or conducted this year ____________ ;:--------------------------~-----------
95. Number of marketing surveys assisted with or conducted this year _______________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
------------1'.--_ 1. _ -----
-------___ 1. ________ 
96. Number of special merchandising programs 3 participated in or conducted this year ______________ ____________________________________________________________ _ 
97. Number of consumer information programs 3 p ertaining to marketing and distribution participated in or conducted this year ____________________ _ 
--·------_1. _______ _
--------26 -----
98. Number of programs 3 relating to marketing services and costs of distribution conducted this year ___________ _______________ ____________________________ _ _ _______________ 1________ _
99. Number of programs 3 relating to transportation problems conducted this year ________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
100. Number of programs 3 relating to the specific use of market information conducted this year ________________________________________________________ ______ _ _ ______________ l _______ _
101. Number of other marketing programs 3 conducted this year (specify) ____________________________________________________ p_9~_t,n _____________________ _ ------________ 2_______ --
1 Include livestock, poultry, and batcWng eggs purchased for breeding, replacement, or feeding purposes. 
• Where a cooperative association serves more than one county, Include only the membership and proportionate volume of business originating In the county covered by this report. 
• Or,ianized pieces or work. 16-28074-J 
HOUSING, FARMSTEAD IMPROVEMENT, AND EQUIPMENT 







102. Days devoted to line of work by-
(1) Home demonstration agents. ______________________________________________________ 66 __________________________ 1 __________________________ .2_ ______________ ---------------
(2) 4-H Club agents ____________________________________________________ -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
~ ~ ~=:~;::i:!c::~ers~~=~=~~~~---~=~=~~~-~=~=::::::::::: ::::::::2½ ::::: ::::::12::::::: :::::::7::::::: :::::: 18 ::::::: 
103. Nurnber of co=unities in which work was conducted this year ______________________ 64,_ __________________________ 5 ______________ ----~--1.Q _______________ ----------------
104. Number of voluntary local leaders or co=iteemen assisting this 
year--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_____ • _____ 116_____________ _ ___________ l5 _____________ ------• --------------• ________ .. _'__ • __ 
The House, Furnishings, and Surroundings-Continued 
105. Number of families assisted this year in-
(a) Constructing dwelings _______________________ _ 
(b) Remodeling dwelings _________________________ _ 
(c) Instaling sewage systems ___________________ _ 
(d) Instaling water systems ___________________ ' __ _ 
(e) Instaling heating systems ___________________ _ 
(j) Providing needed storage space ___________ _ 
(g) Rearranging or improving kitchens _______ _ 
(h) Improving arrangement of rooms (other 
than kitchens) ______________________________ _ 
(i) Improving methods of repairing, remodel-
ing, or refinishing furniture or furnish-
ings ____________________________________________ _ 
0) Selecting housefurnishings or equipment 
(other than electric)-------------------------
(k) Improving housekeeping methods ________ _ 
(l) Laundry arrangement _______________________ _ 
(m) Instaling sanitary closets or outhouses. __ 
(n) Screening or using other reco=ended 
methods of controling files or other 
insects _____ DDT __ Progr am _____________ _ 
(o) Improving home grounds ____________________ _ 
(p) Planting windbreaks or shelterbelts ______ _ 
52 -----563 -------
------_27 ______ ·---
____________ 33 _____________  
-----· -_52 ___ -. ----
70 
_ ___________ 51 ____________  
810 
__________ 1Q7 ____ _________  
____________ 59 _____________ . 
_________ 365 _____ ----
. ___________ 17 _____________  
-. --____ l. _--. ----
------675 ____________  
-----890 -------
----_____ 7). _________ ·-· -
Rural Electrification-Continued 
106. Number of associations organized or assisted this 
year to obtain electricity ________________________________ _ 
107. Number of families assisted this year in-
(a) Obtaining electricity __________________________ _ 
"{b) Selection or use of electric lights or home 
electrical equipment ______________ ________ _ 
(c) Using electricity for income-producing 
purposes _________________________________________ _ 
Farm Buildings-Continued 
108. Number of farmers assisted this year in-
(a) The construction of farm buildings _______ _ 
(b) Remodeling or repairing farm buildings _ 
(c) Selection or construction of farm-building 
eq ui pmen t ____ . _______________________________ _ 





Farm Mechanical Equipment-Continued 
109. Number of farmers assisted this year in-
(a) The selection of mechanical equipment._ 
(b) Making more efficient use of mechanical 
eq ui pmen t ____________________________________ _ 
110. Number of farmers folowing instructions in the 
maintenance and repair of mechanical equipment 
this year ____________________________________________________ _ 
111. Number of gin stands assisted this year in the beter 










NUTRITION AND HEALTH 
Include all work with adults, ~H Club members and older youth Home production or fam.lly Food preservation and food supply storage 
Food selection and 
preparation 
Other health and safety 
work 
(a) (b) (c) (d} 
Days devoted to line of work by: 1 
(1) Home demonstration agents ______________________________ _________ _____ -----------~~--------------- _____________ _ JJJ? _________________________ }_~---------- __________________ 12 ______ _ 
(2) 4-H Club agents _______ ____________________________________________ .________ . ______ .... _. _ .. ________ .. .. . . . . _____ . ____ ... ______ . _______ . _________________________ . _ .. _ .. ___ ...... _ .. __ . ____________ . 
(3) Agricultural agents _________________________________________________________ ---·--·------------·····-···--·--------------------···----- -----------····--------------------···-···········---·····-· 
( 4) State extension workers _____________________________________________________________ ___________________________________ _ l______ _____ _ _____________________________________________ _ 
Number of communities in which work was conducted this year. ___________________ 64 _________ ,II!-- ______________ 64 __________________________ 26 ____ ________________________ 12 ______ _ 
Number of voluntary local leaders or committeemen assisting this year ___________ _lQJ,. _____________________________ }Jg ____________________________ ?). ____________________________ 12 ______ _ 
Number of families assisted this yeaI'-
(a) In improving diets _______________________ _ 
(b) With food preparation __________________ _ 
(c) 1n improving food supply by making 
changes in home food production 1 __ 
(1) Of vegetables ______ _____________ _ 
(2) Of fruits _________________________ _ 
(3) Of meats _________________________ _ 
( 4) Of milk ___________ ___ ___________ __ _ 
(5) Of poultry and eggs __________ _ 
(d) With home butchering, meat cutting 
or curing ____________________ _________ ___ _ 
(e) With butter or cheese making ________ _ 
(/) With food preservat ion problems 1 __ _ 
(1) Canning __________________________ _ 
(2) Freezing __________________________ _ 
(3) Drying ___________________________ _ 
( 4) Storing ___________________________ _ 
(i) In producing and preserving home 
food supply according to annual 
food-supply budget __________________ _ 
(j) In canning according to a budget __ _ 
(k) With child-feeding problems __________ _ 
(Z) In the prevention of colds and other 
common diseases ______________________ _ 
__ ______ ]D 1.5 _____________ l==1=15=(g=)====:;=F=O=O=D=P=R=E=S=E=R=V=A=,:T=I=O=N=B=Y=A=D=U=L=T=S======== 
_ _________ 9;52 ------------- Fruits Vegetables Meats and fish 
1----------1-----"'(a"-) ____ (b) (c) 
--------~~~~ ___________ __ 1. Quarts canned _______ ___ __ J.u.,_~_Q ___________ ________ 75.J.~---------- ______ 12 .,_000 ,----------
----------10 5------------- :: ~:~:: :b~~e~-;~-- --------I~-ooo·---------- ----------5-,.-800--__ ---_-_-__ -_- _- _--_-_-_-__ --_-_-_-_-_-_-_-__ --_-_-__ -__ --__ -_-_____ _ 
----------113 ------------- 4. -
Cured 3 5 ____ --------------------- ------- _______________________________________ __ _______________ ___ _ 
__________ 301______________ 5. 
__________ .802.._____________ 6. :~:~ ·-- __ ____ JJ_,_5-QQ _________ __ l ________ g5-,.QQQ ______ ____ ------------------------------ '""' 
243 7• 
Number of different families represented by the above figures____ ___________________________ '"°' 
----------- ----- --------------__________ 177 ------------· 
--------1M:l------------- i==l=l5=(=h)=====F=;=O=O=D=P=R=E=S=E=R=V=A=T=I=O=cN=B=Y=4=-H=C~L=U~B~M~E~M~B~E~RS~==== 
Fruits Vegetables Meats and fish 
----------5055----------- -- ---------1------'-(a-'-}____ (b) (c) 
1. Quarts canned ______________ 4_,_128 ___________ _______ _J,_OJ2 ________ ____ -------------------~Qg ____ _ 
_ _________ 165 ------------- 2. Gallons brined ______ ------------------------------ ------------------------------ _____________________________ _ 
3. Pounds: Dried 2 5 ••• _____________ lQQ ________ ___ ______ ____ __ 5QO _________________________________________ _ 
---------- 2.50 -- ---------_____ _____ 350 ____________ _ 
4. Cured 3 5_ ---- -------------------------- ______ _____________ _______ ___ __________ ___________________ _ 
:: !!:::~ . _______________ 2.50 __________________ ---:2so:--:-:::---- --------:--:-----:-~----------_ _____ ______ ]5 -------------
/ 
____________ .50 -------------
(m) With positive preventive measures to improve health (immunization for typhoid, diphtheria, smallpox, etc.) .. _'J.'~--X~?-.3-" _______ _ ----------- -----___ 9-!59 ____ _ 
(n) With first-aid or home nursing _______________________________________________________________________ ____ __________ ______________________________________ ________ _ 
( o) In removing fire and accident hazards ________________________________________________________ . ______ ... _____________________________ . __________ . ______ . ________ _ 
--------------------aoo ·---
------------------------------
Number of schools assisted this year in establishing or maintaining hot school lunches _________________________________________________ __ ___________________ _ _____________________ 21 ----
Number of nutrition or health clinics organized this year through the efforts of extension workers __ _____________________________________________________ _ ----------------------- 2 ----
1 Sum of the subitems minus duplications due to !amllles participating In tnore than one activity. 
• Weight of finished product after drying. 
16-2807'-4 
• Weight of product before curing. 
• Include contents or locker plants and home freezer units. 
• Do not lncludo vino-matured peas and beans. 
CLOTHING, FAMILY ECONOMICS, PARENT EDUCATION, AND COMMUNITY LIFE 
Ilome management 1- Clothing and textiles Family relationships-child Recreation and 
Include al work with adults, 4-H Club members, and older youth family economics development community li!e 
---------------------------~--l-------::'-(a.:..) _ _ _ _ (b) (c) (d) 
1l8. /?~~f ~~:~~,'" ( l~! f ~~ ~~~~ :~~~  ::::::::::::: ::::: l ::::::: ::::::: !i3 ¼:::::: ::::::: 16 :::::: ::::::::: 46 :::: 
119. Number of communities in which work was conducted this year _________ ------------------------______________ 6L, ______________________ -: _ EfJ ___________________________ 3-7 _____  
120. Number of voluntary local leaders or commiteemen assisting this year __ ---------------------------_____________ _)~--------------------~h __________ ________________ _83 ______ 
Home Management-Family Economics-Continued 
121. Number of families assisted this year--
(a) With time-management problems __________ _ 
(b) With home accounts ___________________________ _ 
(c) With financial planning ______________________ _ 
(d) In improving use of credit for family 
living expenses ______________________________ _ 
(e) In developing home industries as a 
means of supplementing income _______ _ 
122. Number of home demonstration clubs, other con-
sumer associations or groups assisted this year with 
cooperative buying of-
(a) Food_ _____________________________________________ _ 
(b) Clothing ______________ ---------------------
(c) Housefurnishings and equipment _________ _
(d) General household supplies ______ ____________ _ 
123. Number of families assisted this year through coop-
erative associations 2 or individualy, with the 
buying of-
(a) Food_ ________________________________________ _
(b) Clothing ______________________________________ _ 
(c) Housefurnishings and equipment _________ _ 
(d) General household supplies __________________ _ 
124. Total number of different families assisted this year 
with consumer-buying problems (includes ques-
tion 123 (a), (b), (c), and (d) minus duplications)_ 
125. Number of families assisted this year with "making 
versus buying" decisions _________________________________ _ 
126. Number of families assisted this year in using timely 
economic information to make buying decisions or 
other adjustments in family living ____________________ _ 
20 -----------------___________________ 5 _______  
---------2.z _______  
-------460 ----




1 _ ____________ ____ l_______  
2 
33 
N OTE.-lndividual families and groups assisted with seling problems should 
be reported in column (fJ, page 9. 
Clothing and Textiles-Continued 
127. Number of families assisted this year with-
(a) Clothing-construction problems __________ _
(b) The selection of clothing and textiles _____ _ 
(c) Care, renovation, remodeling of clothing __ 
(d) Clothing accoun ts or budgets ______________ _ 
128. 
Family Relationsnips-Child Development-Continued 
Number of families assisted this year--'.-
(a) With child-development and guidance 
problems_______________________________________ _ _______________ .lQ.2_ ____ _ 
(b) In improving family relationships______ __ -------------·-· 700 ---
129. Number of families providing recommended cloth-
ing, furnishings, and play equipment for children 
this year_______________________________________________________ -·--·-------·.?5? _____ ~ 
130. Number of different individuals participating this 
year in child-development and parent-education 
programs: ( a) Men ________________________________________ _ 
(b )' Women ____________________________________ _ 
----------z-o ---
.. -----------------
131. Number of children in families represented by such 
individuals ___ '______________________________________ __ -- ---·-_: ____ 317 ---
Recreation and Community Life--Continued 
132. Number of families assisted this year in improving 
home recreation ___________________________________________ 
133. Number of communities assisted this year in improv-
ing community recreational facilities ______________ _ 
134. Number of community groups assisted this year 
with organizational problems, programs of activi-
ties, or meeting programs ________________________________ _ 
Number of communities! (a) Club or eommunily house _________ _ 
assisted this year in (b) Permanent camp _______ 
establishing - (c) Community rest rooms: 
135. 
Number of communities assisted this year in pro-
viding library facilities ___________________________________ _ 
137. Number of school or other community grounds im-
proved this year according to recommendatione __ 
_ _____________ 131.,5 ---
-----------2.3 ---
_ _______________ 40 ---
2 
1 The house-Its arrangement, equipment, and furnishings, Including, kitchen Improvements and care or the house-ls reported under "'l'he house, furnishings and surroundings," p . 10. 
1 Includes questlon 122; also families buying through marketing cooperatives, organized or a.sslsted, column (k), p, 9, -
SUMMARY OF 4-H CLUB BOYS' AND GIRLS' PROJECTS 
(One club member may engage in two or more projects. The sum of the projects is therefore greater than the number of different dub members enrolled) 
Project Number of boys Number or girls Number of boys Number of girls Number of units involved In 
enrolled enrolled completing completing completed projects 
(a) (h) (c) (d) (e) 
138. Corn------------------------------------------------------------------- ______ ___ 40 ___________________________________________ 21 ___________________________________ ______________ ..,)2 __________________ Acres 
139. Other cereals ________________________________________________________________________________ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------- ----------------- Acres 
140. Peanuts----------------------------------------------------_________ ___________ 4 _________ ------------------------· _________ __ ) ___________ ------------------------ _________ _______ 14. ________________ Acres 
141. Soybeans, field pes.9, a.lfalfa., and other legumes __________ ------------------------ _______________________ J _______________________ ------------------------ -------------------------------------- Acres 
142. Soil and water conservation ____________ ------------------------- ------------------------ _________ _______________ ------------------------ ------------------- ----- -------------------------------------- Acres 
143. Potatoes, Irish and sweet ____ __ ___________ ________ ________ _______ _____________ h __________ ------------------------ ___________ l -- -·------ ___ ________ a._ __________ --- ____________ 2. ___ ____ ___________ Acres 
144. Cotton ____________________________________ __ _________________________ . ________ __ 5 3 _____________ -----------------------------_2L. _ --------------------------------------- _________ EL, _____ ------------- Acres 
145. Tobacco _______ ______________ _________________________________________ . ________________________ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ----------------------------- --------- Acres 
: :: ::::.:::::.,,, -t,uek and ~nning ~•pa=::=::::::::::: :::::: ::::: ~ : : :::: :::::::7° ::::::::: : ::::::::::: 2 :::::::::: ::::::::: !,!,:::::::: :::::: :::::::: 22} _:··_-_:::·_-_::::: ;:: 
149. Other crops (including pasture improvement)-------------· ------------------------Ir----------------------- ------------------------ ------------------------ _ ------------------------------------ Acres 
150. Poultry (including turkeys)------------------------------------- _________ JJ..9 __________________ 75 ____________ ____ _____ 2.5., ___________________ 51 ___________ ------- ____ '9].Q ______ -------- ___ ., Birds 
151. Dairy cattle __________________________________ ___ _____________ ________ _______ ___ 62 _________________ ---------------- --------_llJ.. __________ ---------------- ------ -- ---------------11----- --------- Animals 
152. Beef cattle __________________________________ ____________________________________ 19 _________ __________ 6 _____________________ hL., _____________________ 6 ___________ __ ____________ .50 ______________ Animals 
m. ;~.;n· ,nu!~-,·::::::::=·:::: :::::::::·:- :: __ :=::::::=: ::::::: 121, ::: • ::: ::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::: >9 =:::::::: ::=:::::::=::::=:::::1 :::::::=::_::J,4:::::::::::: a ~ 
156. Other livestock _________________________________________ -----------· _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ Animals 
~:~: ::::tification of home grounds ________ :_~· __ :_:: _____________________ ______ A __ = ____ _l__ ___ )~2-_________________________________________ }22 ___________ x x x - x--x - x-- x - x -x - xC~o:i: 
159. Forestry ________________________________________ -------------- --- ----. _________________________________ ___ ___ ___ __ ____________________________ _______________________________ ------------------------------ Acres 
160. Wildlife and nature study (game and fur animals) ______________________________ -----------------------, -----------------------·-----------·------------ x x x x x x x x x x x x x 





___________________ Articles repaired 
Farm management _____________________________________ ___________ ------------------------!------------------------ ________________________ ----------------------·- x x x x x x x x x x x x x 
F d l t' t' d/ b k' ,50 44 {------lQ87_ _______ Meals planned oo se ec 10n, pre para 10n, an or a mg __ __________ -·-··----------------------·----- --125 _____ _______ ------------------------ -------12i__________ -----~6}--------- l\foals served 
~::~t:~~:::~::~i~:~c~~!e ;;;z:7d~~-~~~~~:::::::~::::::::. :::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::liQ~:::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: _____________ J9-~--- ________ -~--~--!-x 4 ~--~- ~u:r: ~re:e~e~ 
165a. Child care _____________ _____________ _________________________________ ------------------------------------------------ --·------------------ --- ________ _______________ x x x x x x x x x x x x x 
166. Clothing __________________________________ -------------- -------------- --·----- -- --- ----·------ --·-__ 2lQ ____ -------- ----- ----- ------ -- ------_______ 2Q3 ___ -------- { ::::::::t'i-a~~~:::::
0
:e~:= 
167. Home management (housekeeping) _____________ ______________ ____ ____ ---------------- ----------·--·---------- ______________________________________________ . _______________ -----------·------·--· Units 
168 H f 
· hin d · t 2 r:'n 21_,Q {--------2-8.1_ _________________ Rooms 
. ome urms gs an room rmprovemen ----------------- ------------------------ ---------~------··--· -··--·-----·-·--------- -----------"------------ .,,01, . _______ ..J: u. _________________ Articles 
169. Home industry, arts and crafts _______________ ___ ______________ ------------------------ ---···------------------ ··--·---····-··--------------·------------------ ____________ 402 ________________ Articles 
170. Junior leadershiP------·--·--------------------------------------·e· ··--·-·--·--·--·--·----- ------------------------ ----------------··------ -----·--·--------------- x x x x x x x x x x x x x 
171. All others ____ ______ _______ _______________________________________ ____ -------------------------·---------·-------------------------------------------------------·-·- x x x x x x x x x x x x x 
172. Total (project enrollment and completion) ________________ ______ JiJQ __________ j ________ 5Qg ____________________ l9_3 _________________ }J._?.5.. ________ x x x x x x x x x x x x x 
J.:J/2 v 16-2807..-6 
4-H CLUB MEMBERSHIP 1 
173. Number of 4-H Clubs. ------------------------------------- . ~ _____ Jl --
174. Number of different 4-H Club 
members enroled_ _________________ (a) Boys t_Jl2.Q _____ (b) Girls '-A? JJ ___  
175. Number of different 4-H Club 
members completing _____________ (a) Boys 1 ___ !~~---(b) Girls 1---~-~f __ 
176. Number of different 4-H Club 
members in schooL _______________ (a) 420 . 470 Boys ________________ (b) Girls _______________ _ 
177. Number of different 4-H Club 
members out of schooL __________ (a) Boys _______ !Q _____ (b) Girls __________ _,?._ __ _ 
178. Number of different 4-H Club 
430 · 319 members from farm homes ______ (a) Boys ________________ (b) Girls _______________ _ 
179. Number of different 4-H Club 
members from nonfarm homes __ (a) Boys ________ Q _____ (b) Girls ______ ~----
Number of Dif'erent 4-H Club Members Enroled: 




1st year __________________ 15(> _______ 196 __  
2d __________________________ 175 _______ l,'.W --
3d ____________________________ 75,. __ ---75 __  
181. By nges B(~~s ~g,ls 
10 and under _______ .l25 _______ __ 116 ___  
1 }_ ____________________ lQ_, ________ l.22_ __ _ 
12 ________________________ 2Q ___________ 93 --





WORK WITH OLDER RURAL YOUTH 
Number ~f groups (other than 4-H Club) organized for conduct of e:x~nsion 
work with older rural youth --------------------------------------- -----------------
Membership in such groups ______________ {(ab) Young men________ ------------------
Young women____ _ ______ .,32. _____  
Number or Out of school members Under 21 25 years and 
byscbool In school years 21-24 years older status Unmarried Married 
and age (a) (b) (c) (d) (t) (f). 
Young 
men _____________________________________________________________ -----------·--____________ _
(2) Young 
women. ______ ?~------~---... i. __________ Jg ______________________________ __ 
188. Number of meetings of older rural youth extension groups __ _ 
189. Total atendance at such meetings ... -------------------
20 
_ ______ 267 
190. Number of other older rural youth groups assisted_ _____________ ----------
191. Membership in such groups ________________ (a) 
Young men _____ --------.. 
(b) Young women __ ----------
192. Number of older rural youth not in ex- (a) Young men. ____ -------·--
tension or other youth groups assisted. (b) Young women __ --------.. -
193. Total number of different young people 
,-4th_ ___________ _______________ 20 __ ___ ___ .50 -- 14._ ______________________ 2Q _____ ---4S.-- contacted through the extension pro-
gram for older rural youth. (Ques-
tions 186, 191,and 192,minus duplica-
(a) Young men ____ _ ---------~ 
5th. _________________________ lQ ________ .l.6 --
6th_ ___________________ -------______ 2 ---
15 ________________________ lQ _____ ---11--
16 __________________________ 5--________ 2. __  
7th ___________ -------------------- 17 ________________________ lQ _____ -------
8th_ ___________________ -------------------- 18 ___________________ --------------________ 1. __ _ 
9th. ___ ----------------,---------------------- 19 _______ ·-----------------------
10th and over ______ J ___________________________ _ 20 and over _________________________________ _ 
Number of different 4-H Club members, including those in corresponding 
projects, who r~cei ved defin~S training in-:- . 
( a) Judgmg______ ____________ (!) Fire a~d accident pre- t:'
65 (b) Giving dem- ~en_tion___________________ -2us--
onstrations ___ 10 ___ ( U) Wildlife conservation__ _ __________ _ 
182. 
( c) Recreational .5.
8 
(h) : ~~ ~ ~~~~~~~ ~ ~~ __ hlbl. ___  
leadership -- -- (i) Use of economic infor-
(d) Music appre- t:' mation._________________ _ __________ _ 
cia.tion____ _ __ ];,L___ (j) Soil and water censer- 865 
vation___________________ _ 
(e) Health________ __9J_~--- (k) Forestry___________________ -lj.o~-
183. Number of 4-H Club members having health examination because 
of participation in the extension program ____________________________ _ 88 
184. Number of 4-H Clubs engaging in community activities such as 
improving school grounds and conducting local fairs _____________ _ -290 
tions) _____________________________ . ___________ . 
Check column showing approximate 
194. portion of older-youth program de-
voted to-




(b) Young women._ -----32 ____  
10-19 percent ~9 percent 40 pe~~~t or 
(b) (c) (d) 
public problems ____________________________________________________ X __________________ _ 
(2) Vocational guidance ___________________________________ X __ .. ___________________________ _ 
(3) Family life and social customs. __ -·------------______________________________________ _ 
(4) Social and recreational activi-
ties___________________________________ _ ______________________________________________ X ____ _ 
(5) Community service activities .. ______________________________ ----~-------· _______ . _____ _ 
~~~ ~:::~ ~:~~::~:;~~~-~:~------·-1-------': ___________ -------· 
eluding nutrition and health.. __________________ .?.!;_ _________________________________ _ 
l Al data In this section are based on the number of different boys and girls participating In 4-H Club work, not on the number or 4-H projects caried. 
1 Report the total number or different boys or girls enroled in club work. This total should equal the sum or the project enrolments reported on page 13, minus duplications due to the !ame boy tr girl carrying on two 
a more subject-mater lines or work. Do not Include boys and girls enroled late In the year In connection with tile succeeding year's program. 
1 Same ns footnote 2, except that referenoe is to _completions Instead of enrolments, 16-28074-3 
MISCELLANEOUS 
(Report here all work, including war work, not properly included under any of the headings on preceding pages) 
Include all work w;:·h adults, 4-H Club members, and older youth Bees 
(a) 
General-feeder insects 1 
(b) 
All other work 
(c) 
195. Days devoted to line of work by- , 
... -------_____ 15 -------------(1) Home demonstration agents _______________________________________ '-------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------· 
~:~ ~!c~~!:1g::::ts_ ____________________________________________________________________________________ ___________ 12 _______________ __________________ 15 ___________________ 21 ____________ _ 
. ll ( 4) State extension workers ___________________________________________________________ ______ _______________ _____ __________________ ___ _________________________________________________ _______ . _. ____ . 
196. Number of communities in which work was conducted ·this year ________________________________________ ------------------------------------------------------------ ____________ J_5 _____________ _ 
197. Number of voluntary local leaders or committeemen assisting this year-------------------------------- ------------------------------ ------------------------------ _____________ 7_Q _____________ _ 
SUMMARY OF CONTRIBUTION TO WAR EFFORT 
It is desirable to bring together in one place the sum total of extension contribution to the several broad areas of war effort. It is assumed that all such work has 
been reported previously under appropriate headings. 
War programs Home demonstration agents 
(a) 




198. Estimated number of days devoted to-
(1) Food supplies and critical war materials (production, marketing, processing, storage, 
distribution, and related problems) _________________________________________________________________________ 15' ___________________________________ ___ __________________________________ _ 
(2) Problems arising from new military camps, munitions plants, and war industries _____ ------------------------------ ------------------------------ ------------------------------
(3) Civilian defense (such as fire prevention, Red Cross training, air-raid warnings)---~--- __________ __ 1Q. ____________________________ : ___ _____ ______ ------------------------------ ~ 
(4) Other war work (including collection of salvage material) ___________________________________ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
COOPERATION WITH OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES 
The purpose of this report is to bring together in one place the cooperation given other Federal agencies working with the rural people of the county. It is assumed 















Soil Conserve- F~~';; Rurft~~~~tri-
tion Service Administration AdmJn!strat!ou 













199. Dsys devoted lo line of work by- 2 l : .5' 1 1 10 
( 1) llome demonslralion agenls ________________ __ .. _______________ ____________________________ __ . __________________ ___ _________________________________________________ __________________ ________ _______________ _ 
m :-:::: ... :::: __ :::: 10: ::: _: :_ 4:::::: ::::: l ::::::: , :::-2 ::::::: :=:: 5 _:::::: : : 15 ::::::: ::::: 2 :::::::: :::: 5'.::::::: ::: : ~: ::: :::3 :: ::: : :: : : ::::::: 
200. Number of eommunilies in which work 
was eondueled this year_ _______ ______ 5 _______ ___________________________________________________________________ 36 _______________________________________________________ ____ 10 _______________ ________ _ 
201. Number of ,olunlary Joeal leaders or 
eommilteemen assisliug this year_ ______________________________________ __ ________________________________________ ___ ..3..6 _____________________ _____ ______________________________ ___ 10 _________ ______________ _ 
202. Number of meelings p~rlieipaled in Ibis 15 l2 l 6 36 1 1 5 year by erlens1on workers __ ______________ ____ _______________________________ __ _______________________________________________________________________________ ---------------- ----------------1----------------
1 Include grasshoppers, armyworms, chfnoh bugs, and other insects not reported under specific crop or lfvestcck headings. 16--28074-3 
TER~OLOGY 
If extension reports are to convey the intended information, it is important that the terminology employed be that 
generally accepted by members of the extension teaching profession everywhere. Precise use of extension terms is an 
obligation each extension worker owes to the other members of his or her profession. The following definitions have been 
approved by the United States Department of Agriculture and by the Association of Land-Grant Colleges and Universities. 
DEFINITIONS OF EXTENSION TERMS 
1. A community is a. more or less well-defined group of rural people with common interests and problems. Such a group 
may include those within a township, trade area, or similar limits. For the purpose of this report, a community 
is one of the several units into which a county is divided for conducting organized e:i.:tension work. 
2. A cooperator is a farmer or homemaker who agrees to adopt certain recommended practices upon the solicitation of an 
extension worker. The work is not directly supervised by the extension agent, and records are not required, but 
reports on the success of the practices may be obtained. 
3. Days in field should include all days spent on official duty other than "daya in office." 
4. Days in office should include time spent by the county extension agent in the office, at annual and other extension 
conferences, and on any other work directly related to office administration. 
5. Demonstrations as contemplated in this report are of two kinds-method demonstrations and result demonstrations. 
A method demonstration is a demonstration given by an extension worker or other trained leader for the purpose of 
showing how to carry out a practice. Examples: Demonstrations of how to can fruits and vegetables, mix spray 
materials, and cull poultry. 
A result demonstration is a demonstration conducted by a farmer, homemaker, boy, or girl under the direct supervision 
of the extension worker, to show locally the value of a recommended practice. Such a demonstration involves a 
substantial period of time and records of results and comparisons, and is designed to teach others in addition to the 
person conducting the demonstration. Examples: Demonstrating that the application of fertilizer to cotton will 
result in more profitable yields, that underweight of certain children can be corrected through proper diet, that the 
use of certified seed in growing potatoes is a good investment, o'r that a large farm business results in a more efficient 
use of labor. 
The adoption of a farm or home practice resulting from a demonstration or other teaching activity employed by the 
extension worker as a means of teaching is not in itself a demonstration. 
6. A demonstration meeting is a meeting held to giv,e a method demonstration or to start, inspect, or further a result 
demonstration. 
7. A result demonstrator is an adult, a boy, or a girl who conducts a result demonstration as defined above. 
8. An extension school is a school usually of 2 to 6 days' duration, arranged by the Extension Service, where practical 
instruction is given to persons not resident at the college. 
9. An extension short course differs from an extension school in that it is usually held at the college or another educational 
institution and usually for a longer period of time. 
10. A farm or home visit is a call by the agent at a farm or home at which some definite information relating to extension 
work is given or obtained. 
11. Farmers (or families) assisted this year should include those directly or indirectly influenced by extensiqn work to 
make some change during the report year as indicated by: 
(I) Adoption of a recommended practice. 
(2) Further improvement in a practice previously accepted. 
(3) Participation in extension activities. 
(4) Acceptance of leadership responsibility. 
(5) Or by other evidence of desirable change in behavior. 
12. A 4-H Clu.b is an organized group of boys and/or girls with the objectives of demonstrating improved practices in 
agriculture or home economics, and of providing desirable training for the members. 
13. 4-H Club members enrolled are those boys and girls who actually start the work outlined for the year. 
14. 4-H Club members completing are those boys and girls who satisfactorily finish the work outlined for the year. 
15. A project leader, local leader, or committeeman is a person who, because of special interest and fitness, is selected to 
serve as a leader in advancing some phase of the local extension program. A project leader may be either an organi-
zation or a subject-matter leader. 
16. A leader-training meeting is a meeting at which project leaders, local leaders, or committeemen are trained to carry 
on extension activities in their respective communities. 
11. Letters written should include all original letters on official business. (Duplicated letters should not be included.) 
18. An office call is a call in person by an individual or a group seeking agricultural or home-economics information, as a 
result of which some definite assistance or information is given. A telephone call differs from an office call in that 
the assistance or information is given or received by means of the telephone. Telephone calls may be either incoming 
or outgoing. 
19. A plan of work is a definite outline of procedure for carrying out the different phases of the program. Such a plan 
provides specifically for the means to be used and the methods of using them. It also shows what, how much, 
when, and where the work is to be done. 
20. An extension program is a statement of the specific projects to be undertaken by the extension agents during a year 
or a period of years. 
21. Records consist of definite information on file in the county office that will enable the agent to verify the data on ex-
tension work included in this report. 
22. The older rural youth group is primarily a situation group, out of school, at home on farms, not married or started 
farming on their own account, and mostly 16 to 25 years of age. 
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SUMMA.."IU" OF ACTIVITIES AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
More Income - Better Farm Living 
This program was launched in February and carried out by volunteer 
leaders, cooperating agencies, newspaper, radio, and business firms. Volun-
teer leaders participating in this program included 55 men and 23 women on the 
county agricultural committee, and 195 white connnunity and neighborhood leaders. 
The program was conducted in 21 communities and 58 neighborhoods, resulting 
in $1961000 P.Y.A. peyments, including pl.acanent of 6,000 tons lime, 2,500 
tons superphosphate, and 3841000 kudzu crowns. other programs carrj,.ed out 
by volunteer leaders include supplemental grazing, artificial. breeding, coop-
erative feed mill, 4-H club work, Anderson Fair, cooperative cattle sales, 
seeding small grain, D.D.T. demonstrations, labor saving show, seed certi-
fication, and marketing farm products, accomplishment of which will be given 
in project activities and results. 
Peacetime Agricultural. Adjustments 
The Farm Labor Assistant placed approximately 1 1000 wo:rkers during peach 
harvest and approximately 500 cotton pickers during cotton harvest season. 
County Agents gave advice to veterans and talked to 12 different veteran groups 
during the:? year. 
GENERAL ACTIVITIES 
1. Deys agents si:;e nt in office 
2. Dcys agents spent in field 
.3. Days agents worked 
4. Miles agents traveled 
5. Farm visits 
6. Different farms visited 
7• Telephone cal.ls 
8. Office calls 
9o Meetings held or attended 
10. Attendance 
ll. Number connr..u.nities in which Extension work was conducted 
12. Number demonstrations conducted 
13. Number voluntary leaders assisting with program 















One county outlook meeting with 00 leaders presen:t, and 9 community 
outlook meetings with 740 farmers present. A complete industrial survey was 
made. 12 complete farm plans in cooperation with s.c.s. technicians. One 
agricultural industries conference held, 8 farm account records kept and 10 
T.V .A. demonstrations conducted. County agents cooperated with Farm Credit 
agencies in loaning $396,435.00 to 734 farmers. 
A$!icultural Engineering 
Cooperated with s.c.s. technicians and supervisors. ll+8 district farm 
plans were made during the year, 11156,527 lineal feet terraces run, 4 meetings 
held with 70 farmers present. 7 dynamite ditching demonstrations were held 
with 750 people present. Plais were furnished for 145 farm buildings. A 
portable custom feed mill was placed in the Honea Path area. Two tractor 
schools were held with 62 peoplB attending. l tractor and equipment demon-
stration was held with 250 tractor operators present. 
AgrOllOlI!Y 
36 farmers entered the five-acre cotton staple improvement contest. 14 
submitted records with an average yield of 587 pounds lint. 3 corn demon-
strations producing 51.3 bushels per acre. 2 oat demonstrations producing 
42.5 bushels per acre. 2 barle-<J demonstrations µ-oducing 43 bushels per 
a.ere. l wheat demonstration producing 20 bushels per acre. The annual grazing 
program resulted in planting an estimated 1 1100 acres f escue1 J.1000 acres 
ladino clover, 400 acres sub clover, 2,800 acres crimson clover, and 5,ooo 
acres small grain and rye grasso 7 pasture fertilizer demonstrations, 12 
Turki.sh tobacco demonstrations, with an average yield of 1096 pounds per acre 
with an acre value of $822.00. Certified 759 acres of grains and cotton seed. 
Animal Husbandry 
Placed 9 purebred bulls and 26 females. Held two cattle sales selling 
734 head fcrr $891485082. Promoted beef cattle and sw:ine show at the Anderson 
Fairo 20 castration and 8 dehorning demonstrations were conducted• 
Dairying 
A. cooperative breeding asoociation was organized and 382 cows were bred 
artificiall.y. Plans were furnished for 21 dairy barns, 5 boxtype silos, 3 
metal; 28 dairy calves were exhibited at the Anderson Fair. l. dairy school 
was held. 
Entomology and PJant Pathol.ogy 
Timely information was given seed treatment, boll weevil contra+, control 
of cattle lice and grubs, fruit and grain insect controlo Made a complete 
survey of Anderson Count"J orchards for oriental fruit motho 
Beekeeping 
Monthly bee meetings were held, and there are 119 members in the county 
associationo Twelve beekeepers made trip to Tanquary Honey Farm, Inc., at 
Lena, S. Co 
Forestrz 
Assistance was given 5 farmers in woodland examinations, a pulpwood 
thinning contest was conducted, 32,500 pine seedlings were distributed, 50 
pounds cork oak acorns were distributed to 4-H members. 
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Four-H Club Work 
Boys' club work was conducted in 23 coI!ll'.llUili.ties with an enrollment of 
430 members, producing $231976.67 crop and livestock projects. 
Poultiz 
7 vaccinating demonstrations were conducted. 2700 baby chicks were 
purchased for 4-H club members. Pullet sale netted $.50.5.50. 
Visual Educatiori 
146 pictures and slides were shown to ll,969 people during the year. 
I. Countz, COJID'D1mity and eighborhood Organization of Volunteer Farm and 
Home Leaders 
1. County Agricultural Committee 
a. The County Agricultural Committee is comprised of fifty-five 
men and twenty-three women who a.re selected by the County Farma:id 
Home Agents. Kembers a.re selected to represent all sections of the 
county, and they a.re men and 110l118n who a.re leaders in their respective 
camnnnities. In addition t members of the cCllllllli.ttee, representa-
tives of the Fa.rm Labor Sub-Committee, Post War Planning Sub-ccmmittee, 
Veterans Sub-ccamittee, lla.rketing Sub-<:ommittee, Soil Conservation 
Sub-cODlllittee, An1rnaJ Husbandry Sub-committee, Dairy Sub-camnittee, 
Publicity Sub-Committee, Four-H Sub-Committee, Relations Sub-Committee, 
and Fairs Sub-Committee, are asked to serve in advisory capacities. 
Following is a list of the agricultural Committee and the advisory 
committeef! of this body&: 
b. .A.dameck, Ernest 
Agnew, E. H• 
.Agne,r, J. c. P. 
.A.llison, B. K. 
Ashl~, J. Gary 
Bolt, Fred 
Bolt, Mrs. Joe 
Bolt, Mrs. J. B. 
Bolt, W. A. 
Bond, J.P. 
Bowen, F. U • 
Bowie, Mrs. Parker 
Brown, Mrs. Wesle,r 
Breazeale, W • B. 
BDey'les, Mr. and Mrs. J.B. 
Campbell, Mrs. Rufus 
Campbell, Re Eo 
Cely, J. o. 
Chapnan, We E. 
Clinkscales, • N. 
Coleman, Mrs. c. n. 
Cox, James A. 
Craig, Marcus 
Dobbins, Mrs. w. H. 
Douthit, Je B. 
Drake, James A. 
Drake, John TCID. 
Dunlap, J • Fred 
GaiJJ a.rd., Walter 
Gaines, F. Lee 
Guyton, A. M. 
Guyton, Jimmy 
Hal.11 We Eo 
Hammond, Yr. and Mrs. c.w. 
Rl, Williamston, s. c. 
Starr, s. c • 
Starr, s. c • 
Rl., Piedmont, s. c. 
Rl, Belton, s. c. 
R3, Anderson, s. c. 
R3, .Anderson, s. c. 
R2, Belton, i:>• c. 
R2, Anderson, s. c. 
R3, Iva, s. c. 
Rl, Anderson, s. c. 
Iva, s. c. 
Rl1 Starr, s. Co 
Rl, Pendleton, s. Co 
Townville, s. Co 
R4, Belton, s. c. 
R.2.1 Belton, s. c. 
Rl, Piedmont, s. c. 
R2, Pendleton, s. c. 
R.11 Bel ton, So c. 
R2, Anderson, s. Co 
R3, Belton, s. c. 
RJ., Pendleton, Se Co 
Townville, s. c. 
R2, Pendleton, s. c. 
RJ.1 Starr, s. c. 
R.5, Anderson, s. Co 
R2, Belton, s. Co 
Rl, Williamston, s. Co 
Townville, s. c. 
Rl, Pelzer, s. Co 
Rl, Pelzer, s. c. 
Rl, Iva, s. c. 
Rl.1 Williamston, s. c. 
' 
Gassawq, H. B. 
Horton, J. McGee 
Jackson, A. B. 
Jones, c. c. 
Keaton, Mrs. w. Wo 
Keys, Mr. and Mrs. Eo Ge 
King, llrs. M. Le 
Martin, Carol J. 
Martin, c. :u:. 
Kart.in, Mrs. J • Rutledge 
Martin, Paul 
McClain, Mrs. Fleet 
McClure, Manley 
Mccrary., T. Reid 
McGee, Mrs. D. E. 
McGee, Hugh 
McGee, J. Willis 
Merritt, E. We 
Jlilam, H.P. 
Mitchell, Mrs. Reed 
Moore, Mrs. Lancv-
Newton., Mrs. Rufus 
Pennington, c. w. 
Reeves, J. Ce 




Smith, Mrs. George 
Smith, J. n. 
Smith, Jlqnard L. 
Thmpson1 P. Go 
Tilley, Mrs. R. Ho 
Timmerman, J • A• 
Tripp, Dr. C. L 
Tucker, Mrs. Harrison 
Watson., R. Go 
Woodson, Mr. and Mrs. B. E. 
Wright, Mr. and Mrs. G. Eo 
Honea Path, s. c. 
Belton, s. c. 
Anderson, s. c. 
Starr, s. c. 
R5, Anderson., s. Co 
R2., Belton, s. c. 
Box 735, Anderson, s. c. 
RJ.1 Williamston., s. c. 
R2., Anderson, s. c. 
R5., Anderson., s. Go 
R2, Liberty, s. c. 
BJ, Anderson, s. Co 
R3, Anderson, s. Co 
R2, Anderson, s. c. 
B4, Easley, s. Co 
Starr, s. c. 
Starr, s. c. 
R4, Easley, s. Co 
Sandy Springs, s. C • 
RJ.1 Belton, s. Co 
RJ, Anderson, s. Co 
Rl, Liberty, s. c. 
Starr, s. c. 
R2, Honea Path, s. c. 
R1, Central, s. c. 
Rl1 Piedmont, s. Co 
R2, Anderson, s. c. 
R5, Anderson., s. Co 
R2, Anderson, s. Co 
Rl.1 Pendleton., So c. 
Rl.1 Williamston, s. Co 
Rl.1 Anderson, s. Ce RJ, Anderson, s. c. 
Pelzer, s. Co 
Rh, Easley I s. c. 
Rl.1 Williamston., s. Co 
R3, Iva, s. Co 
BJ, Easley, s. Co 
Rl., Pendleton, s. c. 
Executive Committee 
Jackson, A. Bo 
Gaines, F • L. 




Shirley., Jas. Ao 
Keys, Mrs. E. o. 
Little, T. R. 
.Anderson, s. c. 
Rl, Townville., s. c. 
R4., Easley, s. Ce 
Rl.1 Townville, s. c. 
Rl1 Starr, s. Co 
Rl.1 TOllilville, s. Ce R.5., Anderson, s. c. 
R2., Belton, s. c. 
Anderson, s. Ce 
r Farm Labor Sub-Committee 
Allison, B. K. 
Broyles, J.B. 
Douthit, J.B. 
Drake, John Tan 
Jackson, A. B. 
Mahoney, w. ». 
McGee, Hugh 
Pennington, c. Wo 
Rl, Piedmont, s. c. 
RJ.1 Townville, s. Co 
Pendleton, s. c. 
R5, Anderson, s. Co 
Alxierson, s. Co 
Honea Path, s. Co 
Rl.1 Starr, s. c. 
Starr, s. Co 
Post War Plaiining Sub-Committe~ 
Ashley, J.E. Go 
Gaines, F. L. 
Hall, W. E. 
Major, Harold 
McGee, Elias T • 
McGee, S. A. 
Tripp, W. Wo 
Douthit, J. Bo 
J ackBon, A. Bo 
McGee, J • Willia 
Tripp, w. w. 
Agnew, E. H. 
Ballard, Wesley 
Broyles, J. Bo 
Dobbins, Fred 
Evans, H. ». 
Guyton, Jilm:q 
Hare, J. w. 
McClain, Earl 
Shirley, James A. 
R2., Iva., s. Co 
Rl, Townville, s. Co 
Iva., So Co 
Anderson, s. Co 
R2., Anderson, s. c. 
Starr, S. c. 
R.4, Easley., s. Co 
Veterans Sub-Committee 
R2, Pendleton, s. Co 
.Anderson, So Co 
Starr, S. Co 
R.4, Easley, So Co 
Jlarketing Sub-committe~ 
Starr, S. Co 
Rl, Pelzer, s. Co 
Rl, Townville, s. c. 
Rl.1 Townville, So Co 
Belton, s. Co 
Rl, Pelzer, s. c. 
Anderson, So c. 
R3 1 Anderson, s. Co R5, Anderson, s. Co 
Soil Conservation Sub-Committee 
Bond, J. Po 
Bouthit1 J. Bo 
Little, To Ro 
Martin, Paul 
McGee, Hugh 
Reeves, J. Co 
R3, Iva, s. Co 
R2, Pendleton., s. Co 
Anderson., s. Co 
R2, Liberty, S. Co 
Rl, Starr, s. Co 
R2, Honea Path, s. c; 
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An:ilnal Husbandrz Sub-Committee 
Bro,yles, J.B. 
Gaines, F. L. 
Eerron, R. P. 
Jackson, A. B. 
McGee, Willis 
Pennington, c. • 
Rl.1 Townville, Se c. 
Rl, TOWIIV'ille 1 s. c. 
Starr, s. c. 
Anderson, s. c. 
Starr, s. Ce 
Starr, s. c. 
, Dairy Sub-CODl!ti.ttee 
Busby, w. n. 
Drake, James A. 




Shirley, James Ao 
R3., Anderson, s. c~ 
Rl, Starr, s. c. 
Rl.1 Williamston, S. Ce 
R3, Anderson, s. c. 
RJ., Piedmont., s. c. 
R2., Anderson, s. c. 




Keys, Mrs. E. Ge 
!;ublicity Sub- Committe,2 
Anderson, s. c. 
Cely, :Mrs. Lona 
Keys, Mrs. Eo G. 
McLees, Mrs. J.P. 
Tilley, Kiss Virginia 
Martin, Yrs. Harold 
R3, Anderson, s. c. 
Anderson, s. c. 
R2., Belton, s. c. 
R3, Easley, s. c. 
R21 Belton, s. c. R4, Anderson., s. c. 
403 ... l'lhitner st.,Anderson,s.c. 
206 College St.,Anderson,s.c. 
Relations Sub-Committee 
Agnew, J. c. Pe 
Little, Te Ro 
Mahoney, W • 11. 
?larett, c. J. 
McGee, Joe A. 
Jteares, Go A. 
Pruitt, )(ajor 
Production Credit Association 
Soil Conse!"V'ation Service 
Vocational. .Agricultural Teacher 
Farmers Home Administration 
Production and Marketing Adm. 
Soil Conservation Service 




Broyles, J. Be 
Campbell, R. Ee 
Drake, John Tom 
Durham, A. P • 
Major, Harold 
Shirley, Thurston 
Rl, Townville, s. c. 
R2, Belton, S. c. 
RS, Anderson, s. c. 
Anderson, s. c. 
Anderson, s. Ce 
R2, Seneca, s. c. 
c. The County Agricultural. Committee meets upon call of the County 
Farm and Home Agents. The chief responsibility of the committee is 
to assist in outlining the long-time needs of the county, and to assist 
in formulating the yearly programs, especially in setting up objectives 
and in suggesting methods f approach in reaching the objectives. 
Community .Agricultural Committees and Neighborhood Lead.erst 
Communitz No. Members Communitz No. Members 
ar<>up 1 Group 7 
Oak Dale h Green Pond 3 
Morris Shoals 1 Centerville ~ -
Double Springs 4 
Tcnmville 4 Group 8 
Lebanon 5 
Group 2. Smiths 3 
Roberts 3 
K.cLees 3 Group 9 
Willilord l Oak Hill 3 
Jlt. Creek 3 Concrete 7 
Shiloh 3 St. Paul 3 
Group 3 Group 10 
Long Branch ' White Plains 3 Ebenezer 5 Rock Hill 4 Bethaey' 3 WP..lcome 4 
Piercetown 3 
Grcup 4 
Barkers Creek a Group 11 
High Point ~ Denver 2: 
Zion s 
Group 5 Pendleton 2 
Cleveland 2 
Friendship4 4 Group 12 
Shady Grave 3 Walker-McElmoyle 3 
Melton 3 
Group 6 Bishop's Branch 2 
Neals Creek 2 
Broadwajy 3 Group 13 
Three & Twenty 5 
Jj;ry" Springs 5 





Community No. Members Community No. Members -
Group l.Q./. Q:oup 18 
4 Cedar Grove 5 Generostee 
Union 4 Good Hope 2 
Barnes: 3 
Group 15 
Williamston a Group 19 
Central 3 Bowen 7 
West Pelzer .3 
Group 20 
Group 16 Snow Hill 4 
Hammond 3 Bethel 3 
Hopewell .3 Asaville 3 
Cross Roads 2 
Group 21 
Group 17 Flat Rock md 
Starr ~ Rocky River 6 
Grove 3 
.3o r,roe;.rams Handled Through Voluntary Leaders in 194J 
a. More Income - Better Farm Living 
A fifteen point agriculture program was launched in February 194 7, . 
stressing more income - better farm living. Local business men co-
operated wholeheart~ by advertising different points in the local 
newspaperso The local radio station also gave .free time to put 
this program over. Voluntary leaders were supplied with material 
on the program, and it is felt that the more income - better farm 
living program reached every nook and corner of the county. 
b. Better Land Use 
A concerted effort to use Poll.A. pa;yments as tools to put on a better 
soil conservation program was launched early in the yearo Cooperative 
work be"t?Teen agricultural workers am voluntary workers resulted in 
$196,ooo being taken up by farmers through P.M.A ., which is $401000 
more than the amount all•tted to the county. This is the first time 
in the history of AJ..,A. that farmers earned more than the county 
allotment. In 1947 farmers placed orders with P.M.A. for Jall.,000 
kudzu cr<Jfflls1 61000 tons lime and 21 500 tons of superphosphate in 
compliance with their conservation pa;ymentso 
Co Supplemental Grazing and Pastures 
Through volunteer leaders, grazing calendars, pasture and grazing 
tours, newspapers, radio, meetings, circular letters, hand bills, 
posters, and cooperation with other agricultural workers• green 
grazing, both summer and winter, can be seen in every section of the 




grazing calendar and the Greenville News at the same time devoted 
a lllrge amount of space as a kick off on the grazing program cam-
pa1.gn. A grazing school and a grazing seeding week were conducted 
to get information to farmers. On March 20 some 125 farmers made 
a tour of outstanding grazing demonstrations. Eight other pasture 
and grazing tours were conducted for out of the county groups. It 
is estimated that 1 1100 acres of fescue, 1.,000 acres ladino clover, 
400 acres sub clover., 21800 acres crimson clover, and 5.,000 acres 
small grain were seeded in the county this fall, or total ef 101300 
acres seeded. Seven pasture fertilizer demonstrations were put on 
through the cooperation of voluntary leaders and locaJ. fertilizer 
concerns. 38 tons of nitrate were aJ.lotted for grazing purposeso 
d. Breeding Association Organized 
Because of the interest of voluntary leadership a breeding associai-
tion was organized February 20. Leaders contacted the county dele-
gation and got an appropriation of $71.500 to employ a breeding tech-
Pician and carry on artificial breeding work for 1947-48. 
e. Broadm.outh Farmers Association Organized 
$51000 was placed by Herman A• Moore with a group of farm leaders in 
the Honea Path area to purchase a feed grinder to be used in that 
area. Local voluntary leadership is assuming the responsibility of 
the operation of the mill. The county agents and Home Path agri-
cultural teacher are serving in an advisory capacity. 
f • Four-H Club Work 
'. . 
Thirty-nine local unpaid voluntary leaders conduct 4-H club work in 
the county. Loca1 leaders are responsible for 4-H programs, parent 
nights, and 4-H club Sunday programs. 
g. Anderson Fair 
Voluntary leadership furnishes the personne1 for plannjng and carrying 
out the fair. Dairy, beef cattle, poultry, swine, field crops, 4...JI 
club, and F.F.A. groups hold meetings called by the county agents for 
the purpose of mak:i ng up fair premium books and carrying out the work 
of the fairo 
h. Beef Cattle Association 
Two beef cattle sales were held, selling 734 head of cattle for 
$89,485082. 
i. Seeding Small Grain 
An intensive program was conducted through leaders, newspapers, radio, 
on smaJJ. grain production. Anderson County harvested about 801000 
acres of grain., including 401000 acres of oats, 251000 acres of wheat, 





j. n.D.T. Demonstrations 
A follow-up of the intensive program on the use of D.D.T. included 
news articles, circular letters, and radioo 
k. Labor Saving Show 
Leaders, radio, newspaper, and local business men cooperated fully 
to put on a very worthwhile labor saving show, which was attended by 
4280 people. 
1. Seed Certification 
An intensive seed certification program was launched this year by 
leaders, newspaper, radio, meetings, and personal contacts, resulting 
in applications for certification of the following: 
Acreage of Acreage not accept-
Applications ed or withdrawn Acreage Acreage 
Crop Received before insEection Inspected Certified 
Cotton 534 0 534 
Hybrid corn 5 0 5 
Sma1J. Grai..T1s: 
Barley ll 0 11 5 
Oats 87 2 85 (;JJ 
Wheat 33 15 18 10 
Sorghum 93 0 9.3 
Soybe~s (;JJ 8 52 
Certified acreage is given only for small grain because results from 
the laboratory are not available on fall harvested cropso 
m. Marketing Farm Products 
Four meetings with farm leaders on the need of increased marketing 
facilities for small grains resulted in a group of 10 farm leaders 
and 3 agricultural workers making a trip to study cooperative mar-
keting at Durham and Raleigh, North Carolina, and Harrisonburg, 
Virginia. Farmers bore their expense on this trip. Tiiis group 
appointed ' a committee to make a study of the grain being shipped 
out of Anderson County, the amounts of feed being shipped in, the 
available farm. storage, the additional storage needed, the volmne 
of business needed to operate a feed mill, and the volume of business 
to support grain elevatorso 
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n. County Agricultural Committee Meeting 
The County Agricultural Committee held its annual meeting October 9 
with 53 committee members present. They adopted a four point pro-
gram.., namely., to continue constructive soil conservation practices,; 
work toward the development of adequate markets for all types of 
farm crops. livestock and livestock products; plan demonstrations 
for new crops., such as Turkish tobacco., and place in diversified 
agricultural program as soon as they become practical; count child-
ren as most important of all crops and put more stress on youth pro-
grams. H. B. Gassawey., Honea Path., s. c • ., was elect,ed chairman and 
he represented Anderson County at the State Agricultural Committee 
meeting held in Columbia December 2. 
Oo Coun:t:l, Agricultural Sub-Committees 
Members from the County Agricultural Committee formed sub-cormnittees 
which met as the need arose and made plans for carrying out the 
agricultural pi,ogram as related to the committee concerned. 
II. Peacetime Agriculture Adjustments 
1. Fa.rm Labor Assistant 
The Farm Labor Assistant has been retained on a full time job. His 
services have been requested many times in making farm placements~ 
During the peach season 11000 workers were placed in the Greenville 
a.ri..d Spartanburg area; also 500 cotton pickers were recruited and 
placed with farmers during the cotton harvest. In addition to re-
cruiting and placing seasonal. labor the Fa.rm Labor Assistant placed 
farm tenants. He did an excellent job assembling material and pro-
moting the farm labor showo He spent considerable time in contacting 
business firms getting information for the industrial. survey and was 
responsible for the fann machinery schoolo 
2'e Veterans Advised 
:Mazi.y veterans were advised in value of land and equipmento A large 
number of veterans were placed on farms. Veterans cal.led on the 
CO\L~ty a~ents for help and guidance during the yearo 
The county agents have been called on 12 times to talk to veterans 
groups during the year, and an unestimated number of veterans have 
attended county to·urs., county meetings and local community meetingso 
-m" 
PROJECT ACTIVITIES AND :RESULTS 
AGRICULTURAL IDOO'OOICS 
Work in agricultural. economics and farm management .in 1947 included out-
1ook meetings, farm planning, farm accounts, T.V .A. demonstrations, industrial 
survey, agricultural industries ,conferences, UoS.D.A. council, county agricul-
tural committee, and cooperation with farm loaning camnittees 
Outlook Meetin&s& One county out1ook meeting was held in Februar., with 
00 farmer leaders present, followed by 9 community meetings with 740 farmers 
present. At these meetings the county, state, and national. outlook was dis-
cussed along with the 15 point more income - better farm living program. 
Also, at the community meetings a parent-club member relations discussion 
was helde 
Farm Planning: In cooperation with s.c.s. technicians 12 complete 
farm plans were made. 
Industrial Survey: Extension Service personnel made contacts and se-
cured information for the Industrial Directory• This inf onnation was canpiled 
by the South Carolina Research, Planning and Development Board. 
Agricultural Industries Conferences& County agents and farm leaders 
have been caiied in to meet "ffith business leaders (1) to develop markets 
for farm products, (2) to expand processing and curing plants, (3) to have 
a common understanding of mutual. problems. 
Farm Accounts: Eightcomplete farm account records were kept and turned 
in by farmers. The following is a SUJIIIllaIY of these accountsz: 
Summary Farm Accounts 
Tot 
Farm Farm Net 
Name Receipts Expenses Income 
C.E.McClain $15,654.64 $7,66Jo48 $7,663.h.8 
J. Rogers ll01JJ5el5 3,293.34 6,841.81 
J.B.Wilson 4,939.20 3,090.00 1,849.00 
W •. A.Moorhead 6,431.64 1,358.]J s:,075.51 
C.A. & Wm. Cann 6 ,711.09 4,968.22 1,742.77 
A.G.1agg 2,6n.oo 244.oo 2,.367.00 
John W.McLees 9,162.34 4,440.96 4,721.38 
Charles H. Beaty 7,401 • .39 .3,892.70 3,508.69 
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T.V J.. Farm Unit Teat Demonstrations: In cooperation with the Tennessee 
Valley Authority the county agents and P. s. Williamon, Supervisor Unit Test-
Demonstration Farms, established 10 unit test-demonstration farms in Anderson 
County in 1946. This program continued in 1947. 
A SUilllll.ary of the acreages of permanent pastures, perennial and annual 
legumes, together rith the amounts of lime and phosphate used on these farms 
in 1946 is given below: 
Acres of Perennial Legumesi Permanent Pastures and Annual 
Le s To ether with the Accounts of TVA Phoa hates and Lime 
Used on Test Demonstration Farms in Anderson Coun:!!z in 19 7 
Perennial Legumes Permanent Pastures* Annual Legumes 
Pounds Pounds Pounds Pounds Pounds Pounds 
Name of Cooperator of of of of of of 
Phos. Lime Phoso Lime Phos. Lime 
Acres AE;Elied AEElied Acres Ap;elied Applied Acres Applied AE;elied 
Chas. Ho Beaty 1.0 1,400 14,000 43.1 8,600 
William Mo Cann 12.5 8,500 50,ooo 
Ao G. Fagg 16.5 3,300 16,000 15.7 1,200 3,400 
C. E. McClain 30.6 6,120 22.6 3,380 14,ooo r ,_. 
\Fl. 
John W. McLees 18.9 3,780 42,000 28ol 4,720 34,ooo I 
J. B. Martin 29.4 5,880 18.1 3,620 
P. Eo Martin 1906 3,900 2,,000 22.0 5,600 
Walter Moorhead 22.5 4,500 27.1 3,600 
Jo w. Rogers 1.8 360 4,ooo 41.9 B,380 93,000 7.0 460 15,000 
Jo B. Wilson 14.4 2,880 12.2 1,320 
Totals 57.8 ll,540 43,000 2-76.5 55,280 201,000 n2.7 14,680 97,000 
* Includes annual grazing 
Progress Report on the Unit Test-Demonstration Farm of c. Eo McClain 
Anderson COllllty 
The 9,.500 pounds of TVA acid received on this farm was placed on l9 
acres of grain and lespedeza land al.ong with JO acres of permanent pasture. 
The lespedeza seed combined from. the acid treated land was &::,75 pounds as. 
compared with 19 untreated acres yielding 3915 pounds of seed. The 30 acres; 
of treated permanent pasture resulted in an increased grazing as compared 
with the check plot. 
Acreage and Production of Specified Crops Grown on the Unit 
Test Fa.rm of c. Eo McClain 1947 
Crops Acreage Total. Production 
Cotton 30 9,000 lbso 
Corn 18 540 buo 
Grain 79 3,160 bu. 
Lespedeza 19 3,600 lbso 
Summary of Mr. McClain's Farm Business for 1947 
Land 
Improvements 
Horses and Mules 
Cattle 
Hogs 
Crops, feeds, etc. 
Machinery and Tools 
Poultry 
Farm Receipts 
Cotton and Cotton Seed 
Cattle and Hogs 
other crops 
Misc. Income 

















































Interest at 6% 
Labor Income . 
... 17 • 
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Cooperation with Farm Credit Agencies: The county agents cooperated 
with tfie Anderson Production Credit Association, the Farmers Home Adminis-
tration, the FederaJ. Land Bank and locaJ. banks in their work of extending 
credit to farmers in Anderson County. 
The cou.'l'lty agents are in close contact with these offices and farmers 
are advised to the type of loans made by these organizations. Following is 
a summary of loans by two of these agencies. 
Summary of Loans made by C redi t Agencies 
Agency 
Production Credit Association 










For the past eight years the two locaJ. banks have cooperated in making 
loans to 4-H club members to purchase feeder caJ.ves to feed out for the an-
nual show and saleo 
AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING 
Agricultural Engineering work for 1.94 7 incJ.uded soil conservation, 
district farm plans, terracing, meetings and tours, dynamite ditching, farm 
machinery, land clearing, farm labor saving show, and farm buildings. 
Soil Conservation: Soi 1 conservation work for the year was in coopera-
tion with the supervisors and technicians of the Upper Savannah Soil Conser-
vation District, which includes Anderson County. Soil conservation meetings 
and demonstrations are planned and held in cooperation with s.c.s. technicians 
working in the c oo.nty o 
District Farm Plans: During the year lh8 district farm plans have been 
prepared by s.c.s. technicians, with a total of 1.6,842 acres of land in these 
farms plannedo Thia makes a total of 903 farms in t.he collllt;}• nw. under dis-
trict plan with a total of JJ.5,757 acres under agreen:.ento 
Terracing: An intensive terracing program began in 1944 with county 
agents, A.A.A., and s.c.s. technicians cooperating and has continued since 
that tiirleo P.M.Ao records show that 1.1 200 1000 lineal feet of terraces were 
constructed to specifications in 1947. S.C.So surveyed 1,156,527 lineal 
feet of terrace lines. In addition farmers surveyed and constructed ter-
races not reported by s.c.s. and P.M.A. 
Meetings and Tours: During the year 4 soil conservation meetings were 
held with s.c.s. technicians with an attenda'!lce of 70 farmers present. On 
March 20 the county agents and SoC .s. technicians conducted a pasture and 
grazing tour with 125 farmers present. The county agents and s.c.s. also 
conducted 8 pasture and grazing tours for out of the county- farmers and 
agricultural workers. 
Dzt!amite Ditching: The county agents and S.C.So technicians conducted 
a series of dynamite ditching demonstrations and placed in different sections 
of the county so all fanners could conveniently attend one of the demonstra,-
tions. Seven such demonstrations were held with an estimated attendance of 
6.50 people present. 
Summary of Soil Conservation Work& The following table gives a sunnnary 
of the soil conservation work done in Anderson County-: 
Summary of Soil Conservation Work 
1. No. group conferences Extension and SCS technicians in county 10 
a. Attendance 32 
2. No. community meetings with Soil Conservation District Work 4 
a. Attendance 70 
3. No. field meetings 
ao No. method demonstrations establishing practices 7 
le Attendance 1650 
b. No. meetings at demonstrations ( obsel".Vation) 12 
lo Attendance 41.0 
4o No. farms on which county agent assisted with soil 
conservation farm planning 7 
5. Informational material on soil conservation 
a. No. informational circular letters 2 
b• No. informational news articles 8 
Co Noo bulletins {soil conservation) distributed 5000 
d. Noo radio programs (soil conservation) l 
6. Soil conservation program with 4-H clubs 55 " 
7 o No. contestants 4-H soil conservation contest 5 
a. No. demonstrations to establish farm drainage 7 
a. No. acres drained 90 
9o Noo demonstrations maintenance drainage ditches 0 
10 • No. demonstrations establish cover of summer or winter 
annuals or perennials for soil conservation 26 
llo No. method demonstrations fa.rm.er-built terraces 0 
a. Attendance 0 
12. No. methcxi demonstrations terrace maintenance 0 
a. Attendance ' 0 
13. No. organized camnunities in county- for soil conservation 9 
a. No. farms in these communities 97 
Farm Bui lcU ngs 
Farm Building Plans: Farm building plans prepared by- the Extension 
Agricul.turii Engineering Division were furnished for the construction or 
the following listed farm buildings& 
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Summary Farm .Building Plans Furnished Farmers 
Buildin__g 
Barns (general purpose) 
Dairy barns 
Self Feeders 















Feed Grinder: A large type motor propelled Jq Bee hammer mounted on 
a new ,Dodge truck was given by Herman A. Moore to farmers of the Honea Path 
area to be used for grinding and mixing feeds at the farms. The county 
agent and the Honea Path agricultural. teacher met with farmers and worked 
plans for the mill and helped set up the organization. The county agent 
arranged a grinding demonstraticm to give farmers first hand information 
on the service this machine was capable of renderingo 
Tractor Schools: Two tractor schools were held by the farm labor 
assistant with an attendance of 62. Also one tractor and ec;µipment demon-
stration with an attendance of 250 farm operators. Farm machinery dealers 
cooperated in supplying machinery and buildings to put on the schools and 
demonstrations. 
Freezer Locker Plants 
Anderson County now has three freezer locker plants, name~, Anderson, 
Belton and Honea Path. The Anderson plant has voted a big expansion program. 
A good deal of work has been done by county agents in getting the new locker 
plants in small towns and in community center store, and things are looking 
up in this directiono 
Freezer units have gained considerab~ in popularity and many new units 
have been placed in farm homes during the year. 
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AGRONOMY 
AgronOIIzy"work for 1947 consisted of demonstration and educational work 
in connection with cotton, corn, legumes, fertilizers, s:nall grains, hey 
and forage crops, pastures, grazing, aromatic tobacco and seed certification. 
Cotton 
Approx:iJnately 60,000 acres of cotton were grown in the county this year. 
However, inclement weather and boll weevil damage lowered the cotton yield 
considerably below average production. The 1947 cotton crop is the shortest 
crop for the county since 19260 
Thirty-six farmers entered the five acre cotton staple improvement 
contest, a1l of which were checked for yield. Fourteen of these contestants 
submitted records and following is the summary of these recordsi 
Summary Results Five-Acre Cotton Improvement Demonstrations 
Lbs. L:int Per 
Name Seed Lbso Value Cost Profit Cost Cent Variety 
Cotton Lint Cz:s> Prod. 0 Per Lb. Lint - . . , , . 
E.C.Chamblee 9185 3545 $1394.71 $472.00 $ 922.71 13.3 38 Coker 100 WR 
Lee Dobbins 8956 3586 1389.1.7 567.45 811072 15.8 40 Coker 100 WR 
TeHoEarl 6511 2391 995.04 513.32 481.72 21.4 36 Coker 100 WR 
AeMoGuyl;on 8303 3391 1324079 524025 800054 15.4 40 Coker 100 WR 
Justus Holland 7500 3000 ll85.oo .346030 808.70 llo5 40 Coker 100 WR 
A.J .Holland 8446 3446 1377.72 436.90 930.82 13o2 40 Coker 100 WR 
C.E.KBiV 6619 2604 1273084 323.97 949.87 12.5 39 Coker 100 WR 
LoE.JlnJ J i Jdn 4319 1804 685.53 379.68 303.85 20.4 41 Coker 100 1fi 
J .A.Jlc1lahan 9514 3734 1813.71 541080 1271.91 ll.8 39 Coker 100 WR 
C.H.McClain 8903 3363 1726.05 350019 1375.86 10.6 38 Coker 100 WR 
:»rs.Creola 
McClain 10206 3876 1989.60 381037 1608.23 9.8 38 Coker 100 WR 
J.Ji.Owens 5320 2130 862.40 338021 524.19 17.9 40 Coker 100 WR 
L.J.Sherard 5219 2019 806.08 361.70 444.38 22.0 38 Coker 100 WR 
R.G.Watson 6000 22,0 a2.5.oo .311.i. 70 510.30 22.6 31 Coker 100 WR 
AVERA.GE YIELD LINT PER ACRE - 587 
COUNTY AVERAGE 1947 - 300 
AVERAGE VALUE PER ACRE - $252.09 
COUNTY AVERAGE VALUE PER ACRE• 200 
AVERAGE COST PER POUND - 15058 
AVERAGE PERCENT LINT - JB.85 
.§ummarl Cotton. Contest Demonstration Records 1935-1947: Following is 
a year~ summary of the results of the five-acre cotton demonstrations in 
Anderson County for the period 1935-1947: 
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Summary Results of Cotton Contest Demonstrations, 1935-1947 
Noo Lbs.Lint Value Per Cost Per Profit Per 
Year Demso Per A,.cre Acre Acre Acre 
1935 15 629 $112032 $42.40 $69.92 
1936 16 548 108.15 38.70 69045 
1931 17 750 89.25 38.65 50.47 
1938 23 614 67.23 36008 36.69 
1939 24 622 73.47 32.58 40.90 
1940 16 712 86.04 34.61 51.43 
1941. 20 518 93.52 29.61 63.91 
1942 6 788 180061 55080 124.81 
1943 5 651 166.44 73.50 96024 
1944 6 809 208.23 60.25 147.98 
1945 10 800 221.77 72.19 149079 
1946 10 836 347.91 84.79 263.14 
·1947 14 587 252.09 83.59 167.78 
The :five acre cotton · contest has been largely responsible for the 
rapid improvement in staple length and yield per acre. The weather conditions 
during the 1947 growing season, along with heavy weevil infestation, was not 
.favorable in this county. Approximately 97 percent of the cotton grown in 
the county has staple length of 1 inch or above. 
Corn Production 
The corn acreage has shorm a steady decline in the past several years 0 
521614 acres was given in the 1940 census, and 39,590 acres was given in the 1945 census. However, with hybrid corn popularity and improved fertilizer 
practices, the corn production shows a much brighter future. A smmnary of 
corn demonstration records follows: 
Summary Corn Production Demonstrations 
Bus. 
Yield per 
Name Acres Buso Acre 
Joe Bolt .2 ]JO 65 
c.E.Chapman 3 180 60 
Ed Cartee 3 90 30 
.. 
Average prodo bu. per A .. S1o3 
Average value per acre - $112.SO 
Average cost per buo - 40.6¢ 
County average buo per A - 18 
County average value per A. - $40.50 
Cost 
Cost per Value 
Prod. Bu. CroE 
$55.35 42.5¢ $292.50 
58.67 32.5 405.00 






Summary Hybrid Corn Production Demonstrations 
Yie d 
Name Varietz Acreage Per A. Date Planted 
Joe McGee Woods v-125 3 35 June 10, 1947 
Ed Cartee McCurdys 4 35 Mey- 1, 1947 
H. T. Burgess Woods V-125 10 30 June 12, 1947 
R.G.Watson NC-26 2 40 May 5, 1947 
R.E.Campbell McCurdys 3 25 Mey- 15, 1947 
General. Remarks: Hybrid corn acreage increased considerably this yea:r 
and hybrid varieties are considered favorably with farmers in the countyo 
Small Grain 
Oats: We estimate that approximately 401 000 acres of oats were harvested 
in thecounty in 1947 • Improved varieties and increased fertilization have 
increased the per acre yields rapid:cy in the past few years. It is estimated 
that the production of oats :in the county this year was a little over 1,000,000 
bushels. Following is a summary of the oat demonstrations: 
Summary of Oats Demonstrations 
Yield 
Bus. Cost 
Yield Per per 
Name Acres Bus. Acre Cost buo Value Profit 
Frank Hall 5 2!,0 !,() $162.40 65¢ $.500.00 $337060 
A.G.Fagg 22 770 35 276.f:fJ 35o9 110.00 493040 
Totals 27 1020 $439,,00 $1270.00 $831000 
Averages per acre 42.5 50.4¢ 
er buo 
~: Approximately 15,ooo acres of barley were grown in the county 
in 1947 and yields per acre were vecy good. It is estimated that the barley 
crop was about 5001000 bushels. Following is a summary of barley demonstrations: 
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Summary of Barley Demonstrations 
Yield 
Buso Cost 
Yield Per Per 
Name Acres Bus. Acre Cost Bu. Value Profit 
C.E.Chamblee 33 1320 40 $491.30 3706¢ $1980.oo $1482.70 
C.H.Beaty 6 360 60 ll2.30 31.0 .540.00 427.70 
Totals 39 1680 $609060 $2520.00 $1910.40 
Averages per Acre 43 36.3¢ 
er buo 
Wheat: In 1947 approximately 25,000 acres of land were devoted to wheat. 
It is estimated that 500,000 bushels of wheat were produced in the county. 
Wheat storage space was overfilled and a large amount was shipped to four 
mills out of the county. Summary of wheat production record is given below: 
Summary of Wheat Demonstration 
Yie d 
Bus. Cost 
Yield Per Per 
Name Acres Buso Acre Cost Buo Value Profit 
A.G.Fagg 10 200 20 $]37.20 68¢ $380.00 $243.00 
Lespedeza: Considered a very important crop in seed production, hey 
production, and as a soil building cropl Approximately 80 1000 acres were 
seeded in lespedeza in 1947. Hmvever, dry weather killed a lot of the crop 
in the early spring and retarded growth in the hey and seed season. It is 
estimated that the hay and seed crop was off at least 50% this year. 
Armual Grazing& · The grazing calendar was revised and made available 
to every farmer in Anderson County for the asking. The Anderson Independent 
and Greenville News carried this calendar. A grazing school was conductedo 
A pasture and grazing tour was conducted. A grazing and planting week was 
launched, posters and hand bills were placed in country stores. In fact 
every possible means was used to get farmers grazing minded. As a result of 
the intensive grazing program we conservatively estimate that 1100 acres of 
fescue, 1000 )l,Cres ladino clover, 400 acres sub clover, 2800 acres crimson 
clover, and !J)OO acres small grain and rye grass were seeded in the county 
in the fall of 194 7 • 
Pennanent Pastures: Pasture fertilization was stressed among farmers. 
A very intensive pasture improvement program. was launched. Local fertilizer 
dealers cooperated in . the program by donating fertilizer for 7 pasture fer-
tilization demonstrations. Results of these demonstrations are given below: 
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Summary Pasture Fertilization Demonstrations 
Con-
Plot Rating Rating di.ft Av. 
Name Noe Treatment Grasses Legutlles tions Rating 
WoDoBusby- 1 1000/I 4-10-6 fert. G G G 
2 1000# 4-10-6 fert. G o, G 
3 500# superphos, 
200/I M.Potash G G G 
4 Check (No treatment) s s s 
H.B.GassawcW 1 1000/I 4-10-6 s . G G 
2 1000# 4•10-6;500# basic slag s G G 
3 200# muriate;700# superphos. s G G 
4 Check (No treatment) p s s 
L.A.Glenn 1 500# superphos.;200#m.potash G G E 
2 1000# 4-10-6 F; 500# _ Basic slag G G E 
3 JiXJO# 4-10-6 fert. G G E 
c.D.Marett 1 cJ)Q# superphos.;200# Muriate G G s 
2. 1000# 4-10-6; 500# slag G G s 
3 1000# 4-10-6 G G s 
4 Check s p p 
J.M.Rothrock 1 1000# 4-10-6 G VG VG 
2 1000/I 4-10-6; (/JO# super. G VG VG 
.3 200# muriate; 500# slag s G VG 
4 Check s s s 
J.D.Smith 1 1000# 4-10-6 s s p 
2. 1000# 4-10-6; rfJX)II slag s s p 
3 200# muriate; 700# super• s s p 
h Check p p p 
RoPoTripp 1 200# muriate J ;IJO// super. VG s G 
2 1000 # 4-10-6; 500# slag G s G 
.3 1000/I 4..J.0-6 G s VG 
4 Check, s p s 
Kudzu Crowns: 384,000 kudzu crowns were ordered by farmers through the 



























Lime and Superphosphate: 61000 tons of lime and 21 500 tons of superphosphate 
were ordered through PoMo. purchase order pl.ano 
Turld.sh tobacco: Twelve turkish tobacco demonstrations were conducted 
by farmers of Anderson County. Following is a summary of the demonstrations: 
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Summa.ry Turkish Tobacco Demonstrations 
Acre Acre 
Actual Yield Value Yield Value 
Name Acreage Lbs. $ Lbs. $ 
. CoV .Boggs .48 818 $613.50 1704 $1,278000 
Elmer Moon .22 331 252.7, 1532 1,149.00 
Thurman Moon .18 271 203.25 1506 1,129.50 
L.B.Chapman 029 380 285.oo 1..310 982.,0 
S.Q.Yoon .20 2.59 194.25 129.5 971.2.5 
Cleve Latimer .17 202 151.50 ll88 891.00 
w.w.Williamson .28 317 237.75 1132 849.00 
Feaster Simmons .26 292 219.00 ll23 842.25 
c.E.Ellison .54 563 422025 1043 782.2.5 
T.R.Williamson .26 224 168.00 862 646.50 
L.J.Sherard .95 536 402.00 564 423.00 
Totals 3o83 4199 $3,149.25 
Average acre yield - 1096 lbso 
Average acre value - $822.00 
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.ANDW., HUSBANDRY 
Animal husbandry work in Anderson County in 1947 consisted of educa-
tional activities with beef cattle. 
Beef Cattle 
The beef cattle 110rk for 1947 consisted of placing purebred sires and 
females, promoting a beef cattle show at the Anderson Fair, conducting the 
annual. spring fat cattle show and sale, conducting the fall feeder sale, 
cooperating with the Anderson County Beef Cattle Ass:>ciation, am. assisting 
beef growers in disease and parasite control. Much effort was devoted to 
developing an economical year round grazing program with the beef producers 
in the county. 
Purebred Sires Placed: Nine purebred beef sires were placed and valued 
at $2,075.00 in 1947. A summary follows: 
Summary Purebred Bulls Placed 1947 
Name No. Sires Placed Breed Age Price 
E.C.Chamblee l Hereford 2 yrs. $250000 
R.P.Herron l Angus 18 mo. 500.00 
Charles Beaty l Hereford 2 yrs. 17.5.00 
MoKoMasters 1 Hereford 2 yrs. 200.00 
R.C.Baker 1 Hereford 18 mo. 150.00 
Whitt Campbell l Hereford 1 yr. 200.00 
Paul Martin 1 Hereford l yr. 150.00 
H.G.Anderson 1 Hereford 2 yrs. 200.00 
J.M.Horton 1:_ Hereford 18 mo. :2.50.00 
TOTALS 9 $2075000 
Summary Purebred Beef Bulls Placed 1938-47 
Year Hereford Shorthorn Angus Total 
1938 2 1 1 4 
1939 11 1 2 14 
1940 11 4 2 17 
1941 14 1 4 19 
1942 9 2 2 l3 
1943 6 2 2 10 
1944 4 l 2 1 
1945 6 0 2 8 
1946 5 2 4 11 
1947 8 0 1 9 
TOTALS 76 14 22 112 
f\ 
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Purebred Females Placed: During 194 7 26 beef type females were placed 
with ?armers. A summary of these placings follows: 
Sunnn.ary Beef Females Placed 1947 
Name No. Placed Breed Price 
WoE.HaJ.l 4 Shorthorn $600.00 
Elias McGee 6 Shorthorn 1200.00 
E.C .Chamblee 8 Hereford 1600.00 
Albert Chamblee 4 Hereford 700.00 
J .B.Douthit 1 Hereford 200.00 
R.P.Herron 2 Angus 550.00 
J.L.Herron 1 Angus 300.00 
TOTALS 26 $5150.00 
Summary Beef Females Placed 1938-47 
Year Hereford Shorthorn An~s Total 
1938 2.3 0 0 23 
1939 U.9 16 0 65 
1940 21 4 19 44 
1941 92 14 23 129 
1942 ho 13 15 68 
1943 32 7 l.6 51 
1944 9 0 24 33 
1945 6 0 9 15 
1946. 24 9 8 41 
1947 1.3 lO 3 26 
TOTALS 309 73 117 495 
4-H Club Beef ·Calf Work: 4-H club boys fed out 28 steers for the 1947 
spring show and sale. The .a:Lves were selected by the county agents and 
supervision given boys in feeding and handling their steers. The 28 calves 
fed out by the boys sold for a total of $51769.141 an average Qf 22.59 per 
cwt. 
Fat Cattle Show and Sale: The eighth annual fat cattle show and sale 
was held on March 121 1947. The Anderson County Beef Cattle Association 
has sponsored the sale for the past four yearso A total of $600.oo was 
offered in prizes for the junior and adult showso 
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A total of 299 bead of cattle was sold in the spring sale for a total 
of $481359.90, an average of $21.35 per cwto The grand champion sold for 
$lo2o½ per pound and the reserve grand champion sold for $1.04¼ per pound. 
A summary of the sale follows: 
Summary Fat Cattle Sale - 194 7 
No. boys and No, 
farmers selling Cattle Total Avo Total 
cattle Sold wt. Price Returns 
89 299 226,560 21.35 $48,359090 
Summary Fat Cattle Sales 1940-47 
No. boys and No. 
fanners sell- cattle Total Avo Total 
Year in~ cattle sold wt. Price Returns 
1940 32 82- 59,320 a.10 $ 4804.84 
1941 40 123 lll,320 9.95 11,051.99 
1942 55 147 121,230 11.61 14,092.82 
1943 58 1.3h 98,465 15.74 15,497.67 
1944 62 226 161,165 14.20 22,163.22 
1945 63 369 256,910 14.71 37,797.52. 
1946 95 303 240,780 16.85 40,561.52 
1947 89 299 226,560 21 • .35 48,359090 
Totals 494 1683 1,275,750 $194,329.48 
Averages 62 15.23 
Plans have been made for holding the 9th annual show and sale in the 
spring of 19480 Twenty-eight calves have been placed with Anderson County 
4-H club boys. All these calves were locally bredo 
Feeder Cattle Sale: The third annual feeder cattle sale was held 
September 17 ,. 1947 • This sale, like the spring event, is be:ing sponsored 
by the Anderson County Beef Cattle Association. 
A total of 435 had of cattle was sold in the fall sale for a total of 
$411125.92, an average of 15.26 per cwt. This fall sale is growing in 
popularity as our plais for winter grazing and early spring calves develop. 
/ 
















Summary Feeder Cattle Sales - 1945-47 
No. boys and No. 
farmers sell- ·cattle Total. Av. 
Year ing cattle sold Wt. Price 
1945 45 167 97,951 10.20 
1946 5.3 301 185,870 14.00 
1947 ,6 4.35 269,478 15026 
Total.s 154 909 553,299 









Plans for the fourth annual. fal.l sale are in the formative stageo It 
is definite however that this sal.e will be continued. 
Beef Cattle Association: In 1943 the Anderson County Beef Cattle Asso-
ciation was organized which at present has a membership of 63 farmerso The 
Association is very active in sponsoring shows, sal.es, tours, meetings and 
other educational and pranotional activities that will further the beef cattle 
cause in Anderson Countyo 
Miscellaneous& 20 castration and 8 dehorning demonstrations were heldo 
Producers were given information and assistance in worming cattle. Informa-
tion and help were given cattlemen on pastures and annual grazing crops. 
DAIRYING 
Extension work in dairying in 1947 included the artificial breeding 
program, plans for dairy barns, silos, silage production, pastures, supple-
mental grazing, pasture tours, calf exhibits at fair, marketing dairy products 
and dairy school. 
Da.i.cy':ing is definitely pointing up in Anderson County. There are 1l9 
commercial dairies in the county and others are planning to go into the bus-
inesso A sizeable number of cows have been imported from other states and 
the county agents have been on the alert in trying to get cows clean from 
infectious diseases • .An intensive campaign has been put on among dairymen 
to grow their own cattle• The artificial program inaugurated early in the 
year is doing a lot to encourage dairymen to grow out their heifers. Dairy-
men have been advised to closely cull and kill for beef boarders, hard milkers, 
short milkers, and all types of inferior cows. 
Artificial Breeding Program: A cooperative breeding association was 
organized February 20. The county delegation appropriated $7,500 to carry 
on this program for the first year. A well equipped laboratory was set up 
and-a full ti.me technician hired. In seven months operations 382 cows were 
bred with 61. percent conception rate. Dairymen are well pleased with re-
sults they are receiving in getting cows bred. 
Dairy Barns: To date all of the fiuid milk is going into grade A trade 
and it has been necessary- to build a lot of dairy barns. The Extension Ser-
vice bas furnished plans for 21 barns. 
Silos and Silage Production: Different types silos have been constructed, 
including 5 box type, 3 metal., 2 commercial contracted stone., 3 cement block, 
and 10 wells. Barley and oat silage has gained favorably in popularity and 
the trend is definitely pointing that way at present. Dairymen are leaning 
heavy on silage and grazing in their feed programo 
Pastures: Pasture improvement and pasture fertilization are considered 
very important anong dairymen. Fertilizer companies have freely donated fer-
tilizer to put on pasture fertilizer demonstrations. Seven such demonstrations 
were conducted this year. 
Ss>plemental Grazing: An intensive program to get ample permanent and 
temporary grazing established on all da.;i.ry farms. This was done by personal 
contacts, grazing calendar, grazing school, radio, newspaper and tours. 
Dairy Calf Exhibit: 28 dairy calves including Guernsey,., Jersey, Brown 
Swiss .and Ayshire were .displczy-ed at the Anderson Fair this year. This was 
the first time in the history of the fair that a separate tent was set aside 
for dairy cattle. 
Marketing Dairy Products: The county agents have worked with the milk 
distributors in Anderson anJ,Greerrville to keep a satisfactory market for 
milk producerso 
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.... Dairy Meeting, An instructive., educational.., and interesting d3'1 for 
dairymen of Anderson County was made possible and arranged by the South 
Carolina Dairy Association. Dr. George H. Hopson, National. authority on 
mastitis and the managed milking II" ocedure in the use of roi J king machines., 
iave a fine lecture., and Dr. w. _E. Peterson•s picture, "No Hand Stripping", 
was shown. c. G. Cushman, Extensi·on Dairy SpeciaJ.ist., and w. L. Abernathy., 
Secretary South Carolina Dairy Association., were also present0 
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ENTC!lOLOGY AM) PLAI'ff PATHOLOGY 
Extension work in entomology and plant pathology in 1947 included work 
with crop disease, crop insects, insects and disease control with fruit trees, 
beekeeping and livestock parasite controlo 
Crop Disease 
Cotton: As a rare disease in cotton hit Anderson county this year, 
farmers were advised prompt~ of the disease and a:ivised about the disease. 
Seed Treatment: At least 85% of farmers treat seed before planting. 
Farmers were kept informed with timely information on time and methods of 
treating graino 
Wheat Nematode: The wheat nematode has become a serious threat to 
wheat .producers. Farmrs have been advised through personal contacts, news 
articles, and radio the importance of controlling the -wheat nematode. 
General: Several. new crop diseases were evident during the year. The 
county .agent kept on the alert and kept farmers advised about these diseases. 
Insects 
In 1947 considerable insect damage was noticed on small grains. Two 
comparatively new insects troubled gr-ain producers this year. They were the 
heasian fly and joint worm. Aphids and plant lice were prevalent to a larger 
extent than in previous yearso 
Boll Weevil Control: Boll weevil infestation was heaviest this year 
in the history of the county. An intensive program was carried on by the 
county agents and resulted :in at least 50% more poisoning than in any pre-
vious year. Benzene hexachloride was used success!~ in the last part 
of the season. A more effective boll weevil control program is expected 
in the future. 
Cattle Louse and Grub Control: Farmers were kept advised through news 
artic!es on these controls. The use of rotenone dusting for lice and grubs 
has become general., and :0.D.To was also used extensively for louse control. 
The Flz: Farmers were well pleased with the n.n.T. control of the house 
fly, horn fly and stable fly. 
Oriental Fruit Moth: The complete orchard r:rurvey for the Oriental. 
fruit moth was made in the county by the county agents. 
Fruit Tree Insects: Fruit growers were given information on fruit tree 
insects and their control. 
• 
Beekeeping 
Work in beekeeping consisted of monthly bee meetings, tours, and re-
queening. 
Meetin~ Considerable interest was shown in 1947 by beekeepers. 
Regular mon meetings were held. There are ll9 members of the county 
association. 
Tour: Twelve beekeepers, E. s. Prevost, and one of the agents made a 
trip toTanquary Honey Farms, Inc., at Lena, s. c. 
other Bee Work: E. s. Prevost, Extension Bee Specialist, also visited 
with beekeepers and advised them on requeening and disease control. 
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FORESTRY 
Forestry work for 1947 consisted of woodland examination, selective 
cutting, and tree plan.tin.go 
Woodland Exarnjnation: Woodland examinations were made for five far,ners 
during .the year, namely, .J. A. Robinson, Pelzer Mills, F. w. Felkel, H. G:o 
Anderson, and W. K. Stringer. Woodland was examined on 1315 acres. Marking 
assistance was given on 232 acres with an estimated 3211 660 board feet of 
lumbero 
Pulpwood Thinning Contest: w. P. Yon, Rl, Anderson, was first prize 
winner in the pulpwood contesto 
Pine Seedlin~s: 321500 pine seedlings were distributed to farmers in 
Anderson County in 1947. These seedlings went to ll growers., namely, 
G. v. Acker, Mrs. Lewis D. Blake, w. v. Bowie, Joe Crawford, o. c. Locke, 
J. ·w.ui Martin, James A. Mattison, Tom McGee; B. H .. McGee, Schubert McPhail., 
and J • Wilmer 8ni tho 
Arbor Day Program: Four Arbor Dey programs were held at special 4-H 
club meetings. Trees were planted and appropriate programs were given. 
Cutting Practices: Assistance was given 63 farniors on cutting practices 
and woodlot management. 
Cork Oak Acorns: Fifty pounds of cork oak acorns were distributed to 
4-H cfub members during the year. 
Saw Mill List: A complete list of saw mills operating in Anderson County 
was available to al.l farmers in the collllty t brough the county agentso 
Miscellaneous: Personal visits, news articles, 4-H club programs, prices 
of pulpwood and other advice were given farmers during the year on forest 
products. 
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FOUF....JI CLUB VO RK 
Bttys 4-H club work was conducted in 2.3 communities in Anderson County 
and one miscellaneous club in 194t1 with an enrollment of 4.30 between the 
ages of 10 and 17 years. There were 193 completed demonstrations. Many 
not completing demonstrations have moved out of the communities and others 
have gone to various high schools in the county• 
Summary of enrollments and completions: Following is given a list of 
clubs and a summary of enrollments, completions and percent of completed 
demonstrations: 
Summary 4-H Club Enrollment and Completions 
No. Members No. Completed .Percent Members Com-
Name of Club Enrolled Demonstrations Eleting demonstrations 
Airy Springs 24 14 58 
Barkers Creek 13 2 15.4 
Bishop I s Branch 14 7 50 
Broadway 16 8 50 
Cedar Grove 27 7 26 
Centerville Jr. 22 14 64 
Centerville Sr. 14 5 36 
Concord 24 9 40 
Concrete 33 14 h2oh 
Double Springs 14 9 64.2 
Ebenezer 5 5 100 
Flat Rock 16 10 62.5 
Green Pond 20 7 35 
Hammond 18 13 72c,2 
High Point 22 8 26o4 
Long Branch 16 5 32 
Melton 16 5 32 
Oak Hill 1J 6 47 
Roberts 18 f) 50 
Rock Hill 32 8 25 
Union 9 4 44.4 
Walke.r-McElmoy1e 16 6 (J:J 
Zion 18 lO 56 
Miscellaneous _8 
Union Sr. 10 0 0 
~otals 430 193 44.9 
Following is given a summary of 4.-i! club enrollment of boys, yearly 
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Summary 4-T-I Club Demonstrations: Following is a summary of 4~ club 
demonstrations completed in 1947: 
Summary Completed Demonstrations 
.Noa Value 
Demonstration Completions Products Cost Profit 
Calf_- Beef 44 $7,425.45 $5,033.06 12,392.39 
Calf - Dairy 14 1,067.75 617.39 450.36 
Pig - Sovr and Litter 17 1,732050 812.2.7 920.23 
Pig - Breeding 17 1,115.00 728075 ,386.2.5 
Pig - Fattening 25 1,142.52 767.42 375olO 
Cotton 24 1,361.95 2,123.18 5,238.77 
Garden a. 140.00 33035 106.65 
Corn 21 1,986,64 592.05 1,394.59 
Poultry 25 1,814.46 1,029.28 785.18 
Peanut 3 90.00 42.50 47.50 
Potato i 100.00 20.00 ao.oo 
TOTALS 193 $23,976.27 $11,799.25 $12,177.02 
By" this summary we see that 193 deillonstrations were completed in 1947. 
The value of these demonstrations to 4-H club boys was $23,976.2.7 at a cost 
of $11,799.2.5, leaving tha!l a profit of $1211770020 
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Summary Cotton and Corn Yields by 4-H Club Boys 1930-1947:- Following 
is a summary of the average yields per acre of cotton and corn produced by 
4-B'. club boys in Anderson County for the period 1930-1947, as compared to 
the general county average:: 
Summary Cotton aI?-d Corn yields 1930-1947 4-H Club Boys 
Acres Yield Acres Lbs. Seed Lbs. Lint 
Year Corn Corn Buo Cotton Cotton Cotton 
1930 10 441 380.5 409,557 156,147 
1931 47.8 .1135.5 391.5 453,624 172,528 
1932 21 554 25108 283,835 l.05,659 
1933 15.5 442 150 .. 5 153,279 62,697 
1934 35 1235 79.5 79,115 27,156 
1935 18 921 51 64,489 31,416 
1936 l3 462 40ol 58,960 22,974 
1937 17 665 7008 107,325 39,658 
1938 19 689.5 64.25 83,887 30,895 
1939 67.5 1793 a5.5 104,326 41,774 
1940 18 492 25 30,499 12,784 
1941. 16 312 19 17,492 6,743 
1942 13 278 9 1.3,896 5,390 
1943 36.15 980 16.25 14,889 . 5,747 
1944 159.a 3548 23 20,200 8,464 
1945 79.75 1558 65 34,32.3 18,485 
1946 46055 1820 48.5 51,47Ji 19,170 
1947 32 995 S4 46,679 19,445 
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Local Leaders: Anything good that might be said about 4-H club work 
in Anderson County should also be said about local leaders. They are the 
cog in the wheel that makes 4-H club work turn. In 1947 local leaders 
guided and directed club members in presenting programs at all meetings. 
4-H Club cam,e: 142 boys and girls and 12 extension workers and locaJ. 
leaders had a week of good camping at Camp Long near Aiken, s. c. 
Meat Animal Judging Team: One meat animal judging team was trained• 
The team placed third in the District judging contesto 
Rural Life Sunda;y Programs: Six 4-H clubs held outstanq.ing Rural Life 
Sund8i,V observance programs this yearo These programs ha:ve created a lot 
of interest with parents and club memberso 
Dairy Calf Club: In 1945 a purebred Jersey calf club was organized 
in Anderson County. Ten registered heifers were purchased for nine members. 
Last yea:r six additional heifers were purchased, making a total of 16 regis-
tered heifers. · 
Baby Beef Club: Anderson County 4-H calf club boys sold 28 steers at 
the fat cattle sale and show. These steers weighed 251 .540 pounds, bringing 
$5,769.14. 
Sears Poult~ Club: The local Sears S 01·e gave club members 2700 baby 
chicks and $120.0 in cash prizeso 270 puliets were returned and sold at 
auction for $505.50. This money will be used to purchase chicks next year. 
4-fl Co1.mcil: Anderson County 4-H Clubsters organized a county 4-H 
Council in the swmner of 1946. Officers of the Council are Bessie Jean 
Bolt, President; Hugh Chamblee, Vice-President; Mary E. Rogers, Secretary; 
and Joe Bolt, Treasurer. Of ficers of the Council attended the State 4-H 
Council at Camp Long during the summer of 1947. 
4-H Club Tools: At the District Conference it was suggested that some-
thing be shown at each 4-H club demonstration. This we have done at all of 
our club meetings this year, and the results were excellent. We have shown 
models, displays, flannel board displey-s, motion pictures and slides. 
4-H Displ&: The County Council arranged a window during National 4-H 
Club Week showing the activities among club members in the countyo 
Parent Club Meetings: A series of evening meetings was held in all 4-H 
club communities. These -meetings were held to better acquaint parents with 
club work. Attendance at these meetings was much larger than anticipated. 
Leader Banquet: Local leaders and club officers were enterained at 
the Ca1.houn Hotel March 28 1 1947, by local chain store managerso We term 
this affair as a big event of tlte year. 
Members Honored: Joe Bolt, Jr, Centerville Club, was selected the out-
standing club boy of the year, and Bessie Jean Bolt, Centerville Club, was 
selected the outstanding club girl. The trustee board of the school gives 
a meda1 to the ou:~standing member each year. 
4-H Club Records: Following is given a summary of 4-H club records 
completed in 1947: 
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Cfil' CLUB 
Anderson County, 1947 
N•o ,Dqs Gain Total Total 
Name of Member Animals Fed in wt. Value Cost Profit 
Robert Tolbert 1 269 ,320 $201.28 $ll5.oo $86.28 
Deree McClain 1 3a7 hOO 136.50 m.oo 23.50 
Bobby Williams 2 286 6.30 394.80 352.19 42.61 
Hugh Chamb1ee 1 327 254 248.60 168000 80.60 
David Craig 1 327 360 197.80 122.00 75.eo 
Harold Breazeale 2 327 6~ 472~00 403.00 69.00 
Ernest Bolt 1 281 .460 194.00 131.00 6.3.00 
Roy Herren 1 251 235 171.60 164020 7-40 
Bevin McClain 1 26o 215 145.00 115.oo 30~00 
Charles Ke~ l 221 l.75 125.00 95.00 30.00 
Mack Allison 1 145 150 Jl.00.t)O 80.00 20.00 
Charles BagweJJ. I.. 92 138 21.00 11..75 9.25 
John Bronn l I60 145 105.03 79067 25.36 
Chevis Gambrell. l lM 117 93.00 81.00 12.00 
Joe Evans l. 190 231 143.25. 93.00 50.2s 
Joe Bolt 1 240 295 2.39.70 IJ5.oo 104~70 
Rodrick EoGilreath I. ]00 ' 7S 75.00 49.00 26.00 
Aubrey :Murphy l. 95 80 lJ.3.46 85000 28.46 
Weyne :McGee 2 205 400 410028 231.00 179028 
Kenneth McGee 2 217 365 349.90 189015 160.75 
Glenn :McGee l 300 287 201.60 107.50 94.10 
Dexter Guyton 3 270 600 825.00 537.50 287.50 
Willis Creamer 1 270 285 227.55 162.50 65.o5 
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CALF CLUB 
Beef Cont•do .Anderson County 1 194 7 
No. Deya Gain Total Total. 
Name of Member An:iJ:naJ.s Fed in wt. Value Cost Profit 
J.Vf .Creamer 1 267 225 $202.25 $156.oo $ 46.25 
Joe Bolt, Jr. l 270 315 239;70 158 • .50 81.20 
Mac Chamblee 1 300 275 165.oo ll5.~ 49.50 
Hill Chamblee l 270 250 198000 144.00 54.00 
Frank Chamblee l 270 .317 206.55 120.00 86.,5 
Dan Chamblee l 270 245 2l.Oe00 120.00 90.00 
Grady Lollis l 300 230 75.00 40.00 35.00 
Ross Thompson 1 180 260 50.00 35.00 15.00 
Henry Dobson 1 250 235 59.00 26.00 .3.3.00 
Dennis Burdette l 240 225 55.00 .32.00 2.3.00 
Harrison Burgess 1 250 2,c> ll( 40.00 30.00 lOoOO 
B~ Webb 1 200 250 100.00 55.00 45000 
Leroy Tollison 1 360 500 100.00 60 • .50 39 • .50 
Ralph Tollison 1 120 175 50.oo 20.00 30.00 
Earl Harris l 180 250 b5.oo 25.00 20.00 
Charlie Clark l 170 200 00.00 40000 40.00 
Eugene Stamps l 210 125 40.00 32.00 a.oo 
Charles Keasler 1 365 .300 120.00 87.00 .33.00 
Donald Brown 1 240 240 45.00 .30.00 15.00 
:Marshall Nixon 1. 290 400 60.oo 40.00 20.00 
Alden McGee l .350 450 as.co 45.oo. 40.00 
Totals 44 10657 12668 $7,425.45 $5,033.06 $2,392.39 
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COTTON CLUB 
Anderson County, 1947 
No. of # Seed # Total Total. Total 
Name of Membe:P Acres Cotton Lint Val.ue Cost Profit 
Joe Vanadore 2 2860 1144 $444023 $ 87..30 $.357.4.3 
:Edward Sanders 3 3640 1500. 540.00 .315000 225000 
Bobby Gambrell 2 2400 1000 439.00 125.00 314.00 
B~ Ka;r l 625 228 88.92 12.26 76.66 
Charles Garrett 5 3600 1500 534.00 287000 247.00 
Melvin Jlc'Whoter l 600 320 121~60 40.00 81.60 
Patrick Wardlaw l 1020 420 148.79 22.57 126.22 
James Ables 3 191.3 765 307.49 53.75 253.74' 
Lamar Elrod l l050 n60 17~00 28.05 141.95. 
William Campbell. 5 2820 lllO 421.60 138060 283.60 
Jimmy Wilson 1½ l2SO 518 200.50 78.65 lll.85 
James Wardlaw :h. 1550 620 2.39.25 27.00 212.25 
Clarence Bolt l 1400 550 210.00 35.00 175.00 
Jimmy Gillespie 5 2500 1500 580000 140.00 440.00 
A. c. Brock 5 4000 1600 608000 150.oo 458.00 
Jo W. Hogg h!. 4500 1500 690.00 120.00 570.00 
Robert Lecroy 2i· 2400 1000 4.35.00 125.00 .310.00 
Richard Crowe 1 720 290 93.00 3.5.00 58.00 
Noah Chastain 3 ,3000 1000 aso.oo 50.00 200.00 
Bil:cy Parris 2 1321 47.5 177.50 10.00 107.00 
Bobby Elrod ]. 700 401 174 • .36 50.00 124.36 
Donnie McGill l 100 .354 175031 50.00 125.31 
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COTTON CLUB CONT•D. 
Noa of # seed # 
Name of Member Acres Cotton Lint 
Fred Brooks 1 520 300 















No. of Yield Total Total 
Name of Member Acres Bu. Value Cost Profit 
Arthur Gr~ 1 45 $ 90.00 $ 23.35 $ 66.65 
Bobby Willingham 1 5() 5<:>.00 10.00 40.oo 2 
Totals 95 $:JJ.i.o.oo 
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PIG CLUB Braetling Class 
Anderson County, 1947 
Noe Deys Gain Total. Total. 
Name of Member Animals Fed in wt. Value Cost Profit 
Conrad Clark 1 270 350 $ 75000 $ 47.00 $ 28000 
~le Adams 1 200 250 35.00 25.00 lOoOO 
Cleyton Cole i 113 Jl50 2.5.00 lBo.50 6.50 
Joseph Keaton 1 300 210 50.00 20.00 30.00 
Milton Grey 1 200 .300 120.00 90.00 .30000 
Thomas Boggs 1 80 100 30.00 21.00 9.00 
James Webb l 270 520 ao.oo 5o.oo 30.00 
Marian Bratcher l 210 2.6o 50.00 .37.00 13.00 
Coleman Gary 2- ,300 400 90.00 64000 26000 
James F o1Vatson :t 265 260 60.oo 32.00 ~.oo 
Terry Merri-t;t l .350 260 6o.oo 31.00 29.00 
Orr Cromer 1 293 385 72.00 31.25 40.75 
Phillip Gamble l 240 200 46.oo .32.00 ~.oo 
Rufus Suttles l 180 200 45.oo 35.00 10.00 
1(ade Elrod l 215 230 52.00 30.00 22.00 
Wiley Moore 1 300 320 ·ao.oo 65.oo 15.00 
Harrison Lollis 2 365 700 ~5.00 100.00 45.00 
Totals 4151 4895 $1,u.5.00 $728075 
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PIG CLUB Fattenihg Class 
Anderson County, 1947 
No. Deys Gain Total Total 
Name of Member Animals Fed in Wt . Value Cost Profit 
Henry Wardlaw l. 290 300 $72.00 $50.oo $22.00 
Billy Frank Evatt l 175 ll.5 25.52 15.22 10.30 
Junior Bridges l 2:93 JOO 35.00 20.00 15.00 
Leroy Sanders l 200 210 38.00 23050 1.5.50 
Mack Chamblee l 140 175 45.00 33.20 ll.Bb 
Joe Allen Hanks l 165 150 30.00 18.oo 12.00 
David Cox lL 330 .300 62.00 30.00 32.00 
Harrison Martin 1 aJ..3 95 24~00 16.50 a.50 
Winslow McGee l 300 245 42.00 30.00 12.00 
Carol Orr 1 130 215 65.oo 45oOO 20.00 
Roy McGee 1 120 200 40.00 30.00 10.00 
Roy Smith 1 200 190 63.00 40.00 23.00 
Jimmie Hollid'\V' 1 269 300 70.00 45.oo 2.5.00 
Walter Callaham 1 180 250 60.oo 40.00 20000 
David Bonner 1 45 60 25000 21.00 4.oo 
William Campbell l 140 110 45.00 30.00 15.00 
Dean Kennedy 1 40 so 30.00 22.90 7.10 
Ralph Dunn l 120 ' l.40 25.00 11.00 1.4.oo 
Don Hollidq 1 180 150 50.00 35.00 1..s.00 
Billy Whitfield l. 90 120 40.00 32.00 B.oo 
Marion Cason l 160 290 50.oo 40.00 10.00 
Bill Ellison 1 180 210 45.00 30.00 1.5.00 
Billy Gamble l 120 ]80 40.00 as.oo 1.5.00 
Marvin Cely l 190 225 60.oo 45.00 15.00 
]zyrth Moore l. 220 230 60.oo 40.00 20.00 
Totals 25 4500 4740 $1,l42.o52 $767042 $375010 
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CORN CLUB 
.tnderson County, 1947 
Noo Yield Total Total Total 
Name of Member Acres Buo Value Cost Pro.fit 
Clyde J. Blair 1 35 $78.15 $22.50 $56.25 
Ernest Bolt 3 65.7 147082 78.50 69.32 
Joe BoJ.t 3 65.1 147.82 78.50 69.32 
Dorutle McGill 1 65 90.00 14.70 75.30 
Lorton Wentzq 1 40 90.00 13.00 77.00 
Hubert Wentzky l 40 90.00 13.00 11.00 
Frank Wentzky 1 22 49.50 33.25 14.25 
Carol Wentzlcy" 1. 30 67.50 15.00 52.50 
Monroe Lockllly 1h 80 180.00 39000 J.41.oo 
Haskell Sc3"1ors 1 54 121.50 30.00 91050 
Harris Hanks 1 31 65000 15.80 49020 
Preston Ha'Widns 1. 28 63.00 24.30 3a.10 
Fred Gambrell ll 21. 47.25 18.00 29.25 
Charles Spearman l ~ 63.50 18.50 47.00 
Chester Harris l 22 42.00 18.00 23.50 
Keith Smith 1 18 40.50 15.00 24.50 
Floyd Meyers 5 250 350.00 ao.oo 270000 
Bobby Chaffin l 30 ~.oo 15.00 45.oo 
Roy Rollison l 35 70.00 20.00 50.00 
Harold McNeely 1. 30 60000 15.00 45.00 
Jimmie Lollis ]_ 25 52.50 26.00 26050 
Totals 32 995 
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POULTRY CLUB 
.Anderson County, 1947 
Strong Chicks 
Bought or Total Total Total 
Ham.a of Member Hatched VaJ.ue Cost Profit 
Ernest Griffin 100 $102.41 $ 40.03 $ 62.38 
Eugene Stamps 100 155.90 93.40 62.50 
Billy Thomas 100 114.50 n.5.50 69.00 
R. Co Boggs 100 76.10 32;00 44.10 
Alfred .tlratcher 100 122.20 62.50 59.70 
LercrJ Graham 100 149.97 so.10 69.87 
Henry Dobson 100 81.45 85.80 -4.35 
Charles Hold.er 100 73.14 38.65 34.49 
Jack Cole 100 126.61 62.so 64.11 
Curtis Lee Shaw 100 87.40 46.75 40o65 
Joe Scarborough 100 134.15 53.85 80.30 
J:i.Inrny Ray Wilson 100 74.88 37.25 37.63 
Oscar Lee Lollis 25 26.25. 14.00 12.25 
Donald McGee 10 a.oo 4..00 4.00 
Marshall Harris 50 62.50 , 45.oo 17.50 
Milton Grey- 50 62.,0 ,o.oo 12.50 
John McCoy 30 25.00 20.00 5.00 
Larry Moore 16 16.00 J..4.00 2.00 
Bi~ McCall 20 10.00 4.95 5.05 
Jack Wardlaw 50 38.00 26.00 12.00 
Billy Brown 30 30.00 18.00 12000 
Thomas Tate 50 50.00 30.00 20.00 
Billy King 50 50.00 30.00 20.00 
Melvin Wilson 20 25.00 15.oo 10.00 
J:i.Inrny Wilson . 100 ll2.50 80000 32.,50 
Totals 1701 $1,814.46 $1,029.28 $185aie 
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CALF CLUB 
Dairy Anderson County, 1947 
Noe Days Gain Total. Total Total 
Name of Member Animal.s Fed in m. Value Cost Profit 
David Spearman ]. 275 300 $100.00 $ 68.18 $ 31082 
Malcolm McLees 1 291 .3.35 12.5.7.5 53021 72 • .54 
Buddy Kelly Died 
James Wigington l 300 300 45.00 27000 18.00 
Diclc1.e Tripp 1 365 400 160000 90.00 70000 
Jimmie Vlyatt ]. 120 170 30.00 20.00 10.00 
Bobby Burdette 1 360 .3,0 65.oo 52.00 17.00 
Don Holcombe 1 ]80 400 45000 22.00 23.00 
Herman Smith 1 300 .325 45.00 25.00 20.00 
Eston Tripp 1 .365 400 11,.00 J..40.00 35000 
Ralph Craft 1 .365 300 100.00 ,o.oo 50o00 
Manuel Dutton l ,300 265 76.00 45~00 31.00 
Car]. Posey l 365 400 60.oo .30.00 30.00 
Derrell Holland 1 350 425 50.00 20.00 30.00 
Totals 13 3936 4360 $1,067.75 $617039 $4500.36 
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PEANUT CLUB 
Anderson County, 1947 
~ie1d Total Total 
Name of Member Acres Bu. Value Cost Profit 
Richard H.zynie 1.. 15 a $40.00 $15.oo $25.oo 
Charles Hal.1 ½ 12 30000 17.50 12.9) 
Joe Chaffin ¼ 10. 20.00 J.OoOO 10.00 
Totals 37 
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PIG CLUB Sow and Litter Class 
Andereon County, 1947 
No. Pigs Noo Pigs Total. Total. 
Name of Member Farrowed Rained Value Cost Profit 
Jimmie Watson 5 5 $60.oo $27.00 $33.00 
John L. Lawton 10 10 90000 52.50 37.50 
Leon Pack 8 8 70.00 229.50 40.50 
Budczy- Young 80000 40000 40.00 
Billy Poore 75.00 40.00 35.00 
Jr. c. Rogers 50.00 20.00 30.00 
A. F. Stringer 45.00 17~50 2.7.50 
Michael A. McGee 62.50 56.12 6.38 
William Griffin 30.00 19.40 10.&J 
Kenneth Griffin 20.00 16040 3.60 
Bertrum Cramer 9 9 190.00 105.85 84.15 
Melvin McWb.orter 9 9 170.00 100.00 10.00 
Rurus Suttles 15 ]J 180.00 44.00 ]J6.oo 
Chester Harris 6 5 110.00 45.oo 65.oo 
vVil ton Fowler 8 8 150.00 40.00 uo.oo 
Neville Gilmer 50.00 35.00 15000 
Barney Joe Roper 11.~ 300.00 lJOoOO 170.00 
Totals . $1,732050 
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Horticulture work during the yea:r consisted of the farm garden program, 
sweet potato production, and the home and commercial orcha:rds. 
Gardens: Home gardening in 1947 consisted of special effort of farmers 
to produce all of their home needs. 
Sweet Potatoes: There a:re 8 commercial white sweet potato growers in 
the county. The county produces a large percent of the needed potato plants. 
Production of sweet potatoes is under the needs of the county and production 
will continue low until labor conditions improve. 
Home Orchards: Work with home orchards consisted of e4ucational work 
on pruning, spraying, and treating fruit trees for borers. 
Commercial Orchards: Anderson County has 10 commercial orcha:rds with a 
total of 350 acres of peaches. The 1947 production totalled about 60,000 
bushels. Peaches were marketed locally and by truck, except J. M. Harper's 
orchard at Williamston, who ships most of his peaches. 
M"arketing Campaign: The local news papers cooperated and made pictures 
and ran brief stories on all orchards in the cormty. An intensive program 
was launched through the local papers to get local people to can and freeze 
fruit. This campaign resulted in disposing of all of the fruit at a good 
price. No orchards in the county lost money this year. 
Oriental Fruit Moth: A survey was made of all orchards in the cormty 
for orienta:J_ fruit moths. 
MARKETnm 
Marketing work in the county consisted of assisting farmers in cooper~ 
tive bcyi.ng and selling of farm products. Products marl{eted were bee.f cattle., 
poultry., cotton seed., lespedeza seed., lespedeza hay and grain. Total sales 
where contacts were made by the county agents resulted in sales amounting to 
$604~480.62. Products purchased cooperatively amounted to $171573.25~ and 
included the purchase of cattle., baby chicks aIXi nursery stocko 
Marketing Stq:· A marketing committee composed of E. H. Agnew., Ji.mnzy' 
Geyton., Jake Rogers., James A. Shirley., Wesley Ballard, Fred Dobbins., Joe 
Broyles., Earl McClain., J. c. Reeves, Hugh Welborn., and c. w. Pennington., 
has made an intensive study of -marketing of farm products. The above men-
tioned made a trip to Durham and Raliegh., N. c • ., and Harrisonburg., Virginia 
to study cooperative marketing. A meeting was called by the county agent 
of this group after they returned from this trip. It was decided at this 
meeting that a committee composed of J. H. Hopkins., J:i.Innzy' Guyton, Fred Dobbins., 
and James A. Shirley make a survey of the amount of small grain shipped 
out of Anderson County., the amount of feed shipped in., the volume of business 
required to support a grain elevator and the 8lll.Ount of business required to 
support a feed mill. 
Grain Market: Farmers were in a very unfavorable position in selling 
their small grain crop this year. The county agents made contacts of every 
available source in marketing grains. Buyers were given assistance in lo-
cating grain and sellers were given assistance as to available markets. 
Results from Marketing Effort: Contacts made by the county agents• of-
fice actual]¥ made a difference of 3¢ per pound in one dq on the lespedeza 
seed marketo 3¢ x 3.,.500.,000 lbso: $105.,0CX).OO increase in the value of the 
lespedeza seed crop. Contacts made by the county agents' office on the oat 
and barley market changed oats 10¢ per bushel and barley 15¢ per bushel. 
1.,200,000 oats x 10¢ .e120.,ooo.oo., and 350,ooo bushels barley x 15¢ = 
$52.,.500.00 increased value in these two grain crops. However., the grain 
marketing program is still very unfavorable during the peak harvesting season. 
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POULTRY 
Extension work in poultry for the year included cuJling demonstrations, 
vaccinating demonstrations, Sears poultry 4..fl' chain project, and cooperating 
with hatcheries. 
Vaccination Demonstrations: Seven vaccinating demonstrations for 
chicken pox were given during the year. A summary of these demonstrations 
follows: 
Summary Poultry- Vaccinating Demonstrations 
' No. Birds No. Cases \ Name Vaccinated No. Died Chicken Pox 
C. W. Hammond 100 0 0 
Joe Bolt 125 0 0 
R. M. Campbell 400 0 0 
Mrs. R. Ho Tilley 200 0 0 
S. H. Hanks 500 0 0 
Ernest Adam.eek 200 0 0 
Mrs. So A. Poole 150 0 0 
Totals 1675 0 0 
Practically all of our commercial flock owners vaccinate their pullets 
before they come into production. A summary of 13_ years of vaccination demon-
strations is given below: 
Summary Poultry Vaccination Demonstrations, 1935-1947 
No No. Birds No. No. Cases 
Year Demonstrations Vaccinated Died Chicken Pox 
1935 7 1,828 22 6 
19.36 5 1,400 16 0 
1937 6 850 0 0 
1938 ? 1,350 0 0 
1939 7 2,12, 5 0 
1940 5 1,245 12 0 
1941 4 1,79) 7 0 
1942 8 2,960 8 0 
1943 8 1.,945 6 0 
1944 5 1,39) 21 0 
1945 5 1,165 13 0 
1946 9 2,,28 0 0 
1947 7 l,675 0 0 
Totals 81 22,768 110 6 . 
Cooperative Poultr.r Sales: Weekly cooperative sales were held in the 
early part of the year; however, prices at these sales were lower th.an the 
local market was offering. These sales were discontinued. 
Dressing Plant: Marshall Brothers, Belton, put in a modern dressing 
and processi...'rl.g plant. This plant is handling most all of the local poultry 
at present. 
Hatchery Re;eortz Below is given a hatchery report for Anderson County: 
Hatchery Report 
No. Noe No. Doz. Value 
Noe Birds Birds Hatching With 
Name Birds Reacted Culled E~~s Sold Premium 
Poultry: 
Brock, Sloan, Iva 208 1 426 $255.60 
Gampbell, Tom, Belton 224 0 9 90 58.50 
Grey-, To C., Iva 2568 2 294 9.318 5,590.ao 
Mahaffey, Roy, Belton 241 0 22 9 5.6J 
Marett ,Mrs eAoH •, 
Fair Pley- .315 0 9(:J) 651.00 
Mattison,Carlton,Belton 431 5 100 9 5.63 
Robertson,E.F. ,Anderson 196 3 3 634 478.66 
Spears,R.B.,Anderson 278 1 37 430 301.85 
Teylor,Abner,Belton 300 65 9 5.63 
Turkeys:: 
Welborn,W.Hugh, 
Pendleton 135 7 149 1729 6,22,.00 
Sears Poult,ry Cha.in: Below is given a report of Sears Poultry Chain: 
Noo Sears club members 27 ----------
No. chicks raised to broiler age 
No. broilers sold 
Value broilers sold and eaten 
Feed consumed - Lbso 12,295 
other expenses 
Profit to 12 weeks of age 
No. pullets left at 12 weeks 
Value pullets at 12 weeks 
Feed consumed - lbs. 8,130 
lJther expenses - 12 weeks to 5 months 
Profit - 12 weeks to 5 months 
No. pullets auctioned 
Total selling price 




















MISCELL.A.N"EUUS COUNTY ANTI CuMMUNITY ACTD!ITIES 
Anderson Fair: The county agents gave a great deal of time to the 
Anderson Fair, resulting in 100 exhibits of beef cattle, 2, exhibits of 
hogs, ,00 exhibits of poultry, 28 exhibits of dairy cattle, 7 4-H club 
booths, and a total of 36 booths including H. D. booths and F.F.A. booths. 
The horticulture and agriculture exhibits were termed excellent. In fact 
the 1947 fair was probably the outstanding agricultural fair in the history 
of the fair1 s operations. 
Cattle Sale Contribution: The Anderson Fair contributes $400.00 
armually for prizes for the fat cattle show, and Marett Farm and Seed Com-
pany, Westminster, contributes $100.00 for the same cause. 
Motion Pictures: Visual instruction 1'las given 11,969 people at 146 
showings. 
Agricultural Building: $300,000 agriculture building is well under 
vra:y in construction and will house aD. of the county and state agricultural 
workers,and a club market on the basement floor. 
PUBLICITY 
Publicity work and the distribution of educational information in 
connection with the 1947 Extension pt'Ogram in Anderson County was done 
through circular letters, press articles, radio, the distribution of 
bulletins, and farm tours. A swmnary of work done is given as follows: 


















On the following pages will be found specimen copies 
of press articles published during the yea:r. 
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nd Opportunity For New Industries' 
• I 
Two o! Anderson County's most pressing 
needs are: 
1. A feed manufacturing plant utilizing 
this area's increasing grain production. 
2. A poultry processing plant. 
These needs also represent an excellent 
opportunity for the investment of local capi-
tal in enterprises that I promise not only a 
fine return on the investment but an incen-
tive to the expansion of production of grain 
and poultry. 
business interests of Anderson work with J 
farmers in establishing a feed manufactur- ; 
ing plant. · ···'. 1 
"My reasoning is the large surplus of grain j 
produced in the county, and the vast amount 
of manufactured teeds used by farmers and { 
others that is manufactured and s~2ipped. i 
. ' County Agent J. H. HoPKLNS called atten-
, tion to . these needs in a recent talk on 
·. WAIM. He cited the facts and figures. 
The principal crops -grown in the county, 
he pointed out, are ·c·otton1 grain. lespedeza, 
corn and all of them are. gtown in surplus. 
"This could be one of the largest _business 1 
enterprises in Anderson. The trend is defi- t 
nitely toward livestock production and it is ~ 
my prediction that within the not too distant i 
future manufacturing plants for processing \ 
livestock products will move in. It may be 
local or it -may be· 'foreign'. Do you want "'i 
· · a . local plant or a 'foreign' plant? · . · · 
Anderson County produc'es :more grain 
than any other county ir/, South -Carolina. 
This year the county agent estimates 75,-
000 acres will be harvested. The cash 'return 
to farmers from this crop · will nm into a 
sizable sum. 
Too, the county agent's office is disturbed 
to note, the price of grain has broken sharp-
ly· in this area recently despite the fact that 
grain prices on the tnaj or exchanges are 
steady or the trend is upward. A feed-'plant 
would prevent this loss in the future. 
There are other facts concerning seed and 
. grain cited by Mr. HOPKINS: 
"Anderson County is the largest producer-
of Kobe lespedeza of any county in the 
U.S., or the world, for that matter. A sue- , 
cessful business man told me the other day 
that lespedeza had put Anderson County 
on the map. I agree with him thoroughly 
because lespedeza is a wonderful crop for 
hay and seed and is a top-notcher in soil 
building. 
"Corn is an old- standby and is produced 
on nearly all farms in the county, but corn 
is losing importance because small grain 
can be grown much cheaper. However, 
corn acreage may increase in the next few 
years _with ·suitable hybrid seed and in-: 
creased use 'of fertilizer." 
And here Mr. HOPKINS asks a pointed 
question of the business men of Anderson 
Courity; 
"Have you given processing, manufactur-
ing and selling Anderson County products 
the consideration you should for your own 
good? 
· "Here 1s my thought and suggestion: the 
' .  ·-·--
· "But the immediate need _is a grain pro-
cessing . -and manufacturing ··plant." · J 
Such a plant - would hasten the growth 1 
and development .of, dairying, beef produc- 'I 
tion, poultry and · turkeys. . , .. ·... '1 
·- • . I, 
"There is also a definite need," says Mr. o 
HOPKINS, "for a poultry processing plant. f 
Did you know that most of the poultry grown t 
in Anderson County is loaded on a railroad I~ 
car and shipped to New 'York, and the poµl- 5 
· try that you buy is shipped in?" · . .- ; 
W . I hy, he asks, is this? It is because the , 
poultry trade demands dressed· poultry and I 
producers have no way of getting this job r 
don~ satisfactorily and economically in An7 1 
derson County. I 
I 
Seed production is another growing factor ! 
in the county's agricultural life and Mr. l 
HOPKINS even sees the time "When Anderson 
is considered the seed center of th~ South." 
The rilling of these needs, of course, will 1 
not come about in any miraculous sort of : 
way. They require planning and the invest- I 
ment of capital. 
The county agent's commendable action 
in calling fresh attention to these needs 
merits the serious study of fotward-looking 
men and farm leaders in Anderson. 
Further, the situation would appear- to call 
for definite action. The conditions existing 
are similar · to those which are a millstone 
about the neck of most of the South: we are 
sending the raw material away to be pro- 1 
cessed and are being forced to buy it back j 
at a premium. · 
· This, then, offers two wonderful opportu- ·I 
nities for new local industries. - They are 
coming. The question is only a matter ·of 1 
time-and a matter of who reaps the profits, 
local people or 'foreign' capital. · ;-· 
' I I 
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11Let livestock harvest the crops, Plan npw· ... :. ~· '. 
; for year around grazing. Prepare soil well, ·.· ::;,_;,_·. 1 
. use good seed, fertiliz,e liberally and use the . , :,.f. '. 
. , ·live~tock to ·do · the cutting, curing, hauling, _ > :. . 
· storing and feeding.'' · · .· . · · ~ , , ·\ 
See yoµr county agent for qetails. . · ·· .1 • '/ 
Follow this plan and save labor ·· and in~-
crease profits. 
fertilizer", Co. r:~;  ::: 
.. . , ·1 "' ': .• 
I 
102 N. McDUFFIE ST. PHONE l,743 . 
-~~·---
SMALL TOBACCO LEAVES ARE AROMATIC TOBACCO 
f\':'t th!! m!d-sur:,mer .':iU1l rnpidly ripened Anderson 
1 iouut; ·~ d1.:monstr~1lon crop of aromatic or Turk-
l~h Lvl _\,.,i.·o thiE ,·ec · some fou1·tccn farm fnmlics 
\ ;·e oe~uu1111g the harvt:;t. of what cventunly 
r r:~,~~11'.h!nt,0 'ic ~~ r!r~h~fci~n1~·3x~~~n1~k~;~er;1~~; 
lt1.n111 c,1id Communl~y. Mr. Kownlslry, (left), along 
~. ·;J,'.;"Sf>~' :. 
with his son Mnrshnl, and Rnndolph Kowalsky, 
·with his !at.her, P. W . Kownlsky, inspect their 
smnl ncrenge to determine the extent of ripened 
tobacco. Holes In the len ves nrc caused by bud 
worms which puncture the younc-leaves. As the 
Jent grows the tiny holes are grcnt.ly enlarged. (Daly 
Mnl photo). 
INSPECTING A CROP ·oF SUN-CURED ON DRYING RACKS 
Pulowlqr tl'u.! plrktng nud stringing or t.he tobncco 
k,\ Jes .-.~icks hlld,ng the vnJuable crop are placed 
on tJ1e~(· Ur:·ing rncks wl1ere the sun transforms the 
h· ves !n,m f\ 11aJc gre:en to a rich golden color 
).thiu i:ight dO.)S. At night and during rainy wcnth
1
-
er the racks arc rolr.cl into the barn In rear. C. A. 
K ownl.sky, of the Hammond Community smiles 
oYcr the prospect or n. highly profitable harvest. 
The locnl crop is expected to be completely gather-
ed wl~hin three \~~eks. (Daily Mntl Photo). 
urkish Tobacco.:_:; :.,r. 
' il. .: 
Harvest Is Begun;.r;~> - \ ' ' .( -;· 
Fourteen Farmers Q.f Co.unty Have' 
Patches; Leaves To Go Into Cigarets 
Fourteen Anderson County farmers who are cooperating 
with the Clemson Extension Service in growing demonstra-
tions of Turkish or aromatic tobacco today were eginning t 
pick the first leaves of their "golden harvest." ' ·' 
At. the form of c. A. Kowalsky, 
1n the Hammcmd Community, racks 
or the tiny green leaves were al-
J"Cndy h anging on dtying racks 
where they wll assume a yelow 
co1or aft.er about eight days of cur-
ing. 
Meanwhile, the numerous stalks, 
some four to Uve feet high , were 
gradualy ripening which indicated 
to the !armer that two or three 
weeks o( unusual acUvlty ls in 
store. 
"ACTUALLY, though," ·Mr. Ko-
walsky says, "the work necessitated 
by the tobacco isn't too bad, We 
can pick nbout two or three tlrncs 
a week and have it 'strung' every I 
morning by at»ut 11 o'clock." 1 
To harvest the crop or leaves, 
which ripen on the botom ol the 
stalk first, each is carefuly picked 
and placed Jn baskets as the farmer 
moves along the rows. The baskets 
arc then taken to a spot near the 
curing barn where each leaf Is 
threaded onto a string which ls' 
cvcnt.ua1ly ntn.ched to a long stlc\r. 
The sticks arc then hung on racKs 
where the tobacco cnn be alrbd 
and exposed to the sun. 
FARMERS alow two~a sto 
permit the lea{ to wilt and s• days 
or :mnnln~ before the leaves re re-
moved and stored away Ltl t.he 
entire crop Js harvested. During 
rainy went.her and at n}r,:ht the 
Jnrge dryJng racks are r61tcd into 
~!~ur~ob:rcct7,c \~rbnac~ : ~~~~~ ex-I 
Lewis Cochran, assl1Lant count3-· 
agent, so.Id today that many or 
the locnl tobncco !armers are being 
bothered with bud worms which 
live on the leaves close to the stalk 
and puncture the leaf as lt buds 
which eventualy grows Into a largr 
hold. He added that the pests were 
belnR" controled with a poisoning 
containing DDT. 
J . it, MADISON, asslstnnt/tobnc-
co specialist or Clemson, wns In Lhe 
cou1\.ly this week and lruicterl a 
number of the demonstrali us with 
Mr. Cochran. Both men e i.>ha.o:ized 
that now was the Ideal tl , Cot· In-' 
Leresl.cd farmers to lnspt. U1e tob-
acco crops and witness 1e various 
processes in the gatherh , and cur-
ing or the leav-es. 
The Clemson F.xten Ion Service 
Js closely supervising Lhe curreht 
demonstrations in .An erson Coun-
ty along with other s ctions In this 
area in an atempt t.o popuJarlze 
the crop. Purchase ,1 the current 
crop w!U be mnde >Y the service~ 
with n. guarantee, price assured 
the growers. Clem m sels the to-
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Your County Agents Say: 
By Couniy Agent J. II. Hopkins, Assistant 1\gcnt J. L. 
Cochran and.Farm Li\bor Assistant Claud !Iughcy 
AN OUTSTANDING MEETING: The Agriculture Industry 
Conference held at the Legion Hut Thursday of latif' week was / 
an outstanding event. Farmers and business men certainly will 
profit "from get-to-gethers of this type and It Is hoped that 
many more similar meetings wlll be held 1n the future. We want 
to express our thanks and appreciation to the Chamber of Com-
merce for making this affair possible; · 
1 TURKISH TOBACCO: Much has ·been said .. about Turkish tobacco recently, and we are happy to further state that acre-
age can be doubled this year. If you want to produce Turkish 
tobacco, let ,us know, 
ESSENTIAL: Plowing out and properly fixing terraces to 
carry and hold water Is one of the first jobs every farmer should 
do. Too often improper terrace maintenance results 1n undue 
loss of soil. Proper terrace maintenance is important and essen- · 
tial. 
ON THE INCREASE: Dairymen·· are using sound breeding 
practices as indicated by J. C. Hiers, Artificial Breeding Tech-
nician, when he stated that he had bred 14 more cows this 
month than in September. The greatest · demand for milk Is 
during tile I fall and winter months and dairymen are hand-
ling their breeding program to get cows to freshen in September 
and October. . 
TAKING ADVANTAGE: Joe McGee, A.A.A. Admlnlftratlve 
Officer, tells us that farmers of Anderson County have asked his 
office to set aside all the A.A.A. allowance and plus. This Is en-
couraging because the practices you carry out to earn this pay-
ment will make your farm better. There ls no reason why every 
farmer shouldn't take up his A,A;A, allowance. ·. 
. ' 
AN UNUSUAL SURPLUS: Dick Tripp, a dairy.farmer, Brushy 
Creek, has more winter grazing than his herd can handle, so he 
is grazing cows for his neighbors for $5.00 per month per head, 
A very good arrangement for both , parties. \ 
ENCOURAGING: It is a pleasure to go any direction in 
Anderson County and see contented cows feeding on luscious green 
grazing at this season of the year. Yes, this Is true and Is work-
ing with the farmer that owns one cow or the farmer that owns 
a large herd. , . · 
LESPEDEZA SEED HARVEST: The lespedeza seed harvest 
has begun, and the word ls being echoed around that the seed 
crop will be off 50 to 60 per cent. If you should be one of those 
lucky farmers making a good crop, try to save all the seed be-
cause we predict the prlc~ to be favorable. 
GOOD PRACTICE: For the farmers and club boys who are 
, going to feed beef cattle for sale In the spring, now Is a fine 
tlme to worm these cattle as they go from the pastures to the 
feed lots. A few pennies spent on worming now may return good 
gains in beer while on feed. Phenothlazlne Is the most effective 
drug available for the removal of stomach and nodular worms. 
The drug (pheuothlazlne) may be mixed with salt (1 part of 
phenothlazlne to 9 parts of salt) and can be given without 
fastening the cattle. . 
SUCCESSFUL PASTURES: The pasture fertilization demon-
strations in the county have been very !successful In as much 
that the fertilized plots furnished much more grazing, with 
both grasses and legumes, than the unfertilized check plots. / 
The fertiltzed areas were much more 'free of weeds and showed 
more cigar during pasture season. Then too observers noticed 
that cattle, both dairy and beef, would graze the fertilized plots 
more vigor during pasture season. Then too observers noticed 
and legumes were more tender; -
<1-H . CLUB BOYS will plase complete their project records 
. as soon as possible now, and If possible have them at the meeting. 
to be held within the next two weeks. At this meeting, also, we 
f 
·. will organize our clubs for the coming year. Any boys who wlll 
,,be unable to attend the local club meetings and would like to 
I.
·~··· belong to the 4-H club, contact the county agent, or drop him• 
.l a card. Consult the Home Agent's column for a schedule of < meetings, · 
.. -
SOMETHING NEW ON the Anderson County landscape. Brown Swiss cow~ from Wis-
consin belonging to Manley McClure and Chat Bolt get acquainted with Mr. McClure's ·· i 
1 pasture, in t he Williford community, having been unloaded from a cattle -car at Sen-
/ eca0only a few hours previously. These are the first Brown Swiss in this county, and ~. l 
/ promise to play an 'important part in the dairy cattle and pasture expansion program. 1 
I Brown Swiss ar e h earty , heavy milk producers and easy to handle. (Independent Photo). · l "- -------- ----------------------,--~------
' ' 
On the following pages will be found specimen copies 
of circular letters issued during the yea:ro 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
Anderson, S. C. 
STATE OF SOUTH CAR~~Ary 30, 1947 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
.--------., -
( ,-,..,, . . . _,:, \ - ..., .vv '-- \ 
fo <'-k,f-' oJ_/..,Z.lLcl) 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING l~t .. o..r ~i·-.;;_, LI( · ,:r ' 'fF:y_,~1.. ---,1,f 11, ""~ 1,..,.·1r 
( {P _~ o..-WI- I ( / 
Denr Farm Family: 
Realizing that many questions are confronting farm families 
these days we're holding e. county wido mee ting on Wednesday, 
February Bj at 2:30 in the Ctty Hull·, discussing probable farm 
chnnges that , may t ~.1 ke place lri l\::l 1:i:'/ • We n r e inviting some of 
th0 sta te's best specialists to speak on the subj ect. 
Below is listed a humber of topics wo 1 re expecting to be 






Pri~~s· for Farm Commodities 6. Farm Land Pric e s 
Fertilizer 7 • :B'io ld Crops 
Buildirlg Supplies 84 Livestock & Meats 
Inaecticides & Fungicides , 9. Food Supplies 
Household Purnishings & Equipment 
Come one (me n) come all (women) and bring the questions 
that you want answered at your outlook me o ting. 
c;1--~ Ox:Ji~ 
El le n J, tkin son 
Home Age nt 
Sincerely, 
X ///j*, . ·u 
/ J. H. Hopkins 
Acting County Agent 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Anderson, South Carolina 
February 17, 194-7 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
To Anderson County Dairynen: 
There vrill be an important meetinr; fer dairymen 
in the courtroom Thursday afternoon, February 20th, at 2:30. 
Mr . c. G. Cushman, Extension Do.iry Specialist, will be with 
us to discuss the or~unization of a. breeders improvement 
association for Anderson County. 
There hns been considerable interest in artificial 
breeding, and vm have an opportnnity to orc;a.nize an associa-
tion o:f this type and have a full-time man to do nothing but 
breed dairy cows for dairymen and farr'lers of Anderson County. 
Vfe are expecting you to be present and give your 
full support and interest to this program. 
JID-I/fah 
Sincerely yours , 
' .;~ h11 ;./· fa J l i,~,2./ 
J. H. Hopkins; 
County Agent 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AG RIC UL TURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
Dear Cattle Producer: 
Anderson , South Carolina 
February 21, 1947 
It i s c;enerally recoc;nized that if cattlc:l'len are successful they :nust grow 
an abundance of cheap feeds and let the cattle harvent their ovm . It i s bnsio 
that the land is properly tr<'atod ,•rith l i beral amounts of limo and c omplete fer-
tilizer. Tho throe cheapest sources of cattle fo ods are g ood pastures , grazing 
r.nd silage , l, le are , ther efore , rnn.l:ing a few s'L}gr,esti ons for your consideration 
since a lc.rge number of producers in .Anderson liounty have already proven the 
value of the e;rnz ing system. 
Permanent Pe.stur es is the foundation of economical cat tle production,. Being 
the cheapest source of cattle feed fro:n about April to Uove:nber 1st it shou ld be 
considered rJ.jj n fnnn crop. Permanent pastures should be seeded during February 
and 1.Iarch, upplyinr.; liberal applications of lime and fertilizers for good results. 
Grazing: As mentioned above permanent pastures are the foundation for 
econol'1i cal cattle pr oduction. However , pastures must be helped with supplemental 
grazing ·durinE the sur.un.c r A.nd wj nter raonths to furnish nddi tiona l gr az i ng and to 
take ca re of dry seasons in the summer . Idea l summer gr azing is kudzu, soricea , 
millet and sudan gras s , necommendations in enclosed pasture and grazing calendar, 
Silage: There is a g r eat deal of interest in c;rnin si l ar,e and many cat tle-
men plan to go all out for this t~rpe s ilae;e this yer:.r because it snves mu ch l ab or, 
easier handled , can bo put up at a. slack season of the ?ear , nnd the lnnd ca n be 
seeded in l espe deza , millet , sudan grass , etc ,, for su:r.iner grazing . 
Seed: From. the bost infomation vro can e;et millet seed are scarce , and 
millet is recognized ns top grn.zini:; crop. Get your seed no·vr. 
Treatment: Before ttn'! Tioney is spent for high price ro.stur o and c;razini:; 
s eed be sure that your lru1d hc.s been lined nnd treated liberally with fertilizer. 
Recommendations for the above a.re enclosed for your. guidt:moo, 
; ,-I /,. ' 
' / j) / /- ; , .. 
(J '.;l..-Lf, ,· 0(1 ) ' J. L. Cochran, . Assistant County Agent 
J:IJI : JLC/fah 
enc . 
Very tr:uly yours , 
-\(~t./ .1J;, Ju ,l-1 
I /J o II . !Iopfins, 
'-,,, County Agent 
< ~ V 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Anderson, South Carolina 
April 5, 1947 
To Agriculture Teachers: 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
Mr. Robert H. Garrison, Associate Plant Breeder, 
fn charge Seed Certification in South Carolina, will 
meet with us in the Anderson County courtroom at 2 
o•clook Tuesday, April 8, to discuss seed certification 
work. 
Vfo will be exre cting you to be present. 
With kindest personal regards, 
Sincerely yours, 
JHH/fah 
</ #, ~/(;p/4 t : ~ 
/J. H, Hopk:l,ris, 
/ county Agent 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
UNITED ST!ATES D8PARTMENT OP' AGRICULTURE 
CLl!MSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE OF 80UTH CAROLINA 
AND WINTHROP COLLE:GE, COOPl!ftATINC. 
_,,,.~--13-..... . 
::> ---..., 
~ LONG f .. ·-···--··-_./ 
I 
, ,,., J,/ .. ........ ~ 
Dear 4-H Club Menbers and L0ad0rs: 
SXTENSION 8ERVIC£ 
HOMII DEMONSTRATION WORK 
Our 4-H club camp will be held at Ca.mp Long in Aj_kon 
County, August 25-29, We will nritify you whero and what 
time to meet the bus as soon as coriplete o..rrangements have 
been made. 
Camp fee will bo t6.00 for entiro week. This takes 
care of food, lodging, and transportation from Anderson 
and return. It is necossary that you turn in to your 
local le~dor or bring into this office before Friday, 
August 22 your $6.00 camp fee. 
All 4 -H club boys must turn :tn their record card to 
their local leader or have it re'idy to turn in before they 
leavo Andorson for canp to be eligible to go, All club 
girls have gottori in thoir record cards alroady or they 
will not bo mailed one of the so letters. 
It will be necessary for you to carry tho following 
articles with Jou, one suit work clothos, sheets, pillow 
cases 3 towels, toilet articles , bathing suit, also light 
blanket and sw0atero 
Anderson County will be the only group ca~ping at 
this time and wo are urging all boys 11.nd girls the.t can 
go to make pl8.ns now. 
Yours truly., 
I'. I I • . ;, t I 
- •z .. ~ , . Y'/- .... 1 . . ..., ~ , ~. ·:· ;,,:,-o.,/ 
. J II u ' ~1 • - • Hop n.ns, 
(... (;_ . (; ' .--i -'<i... '· . •' , P.. -t/,;,,(..-,,t ~:) ··11- .., 
Ellen Atkinson, 
Farm Agent Hono Agent 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AG RIC UL TURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
Dear Local LeaderB: 
Anderoon, South Carolina 
AUguiJt 18, 1·94 7 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
The Anderson Fair is ·stressing youth exhibits at 
the Fair this year, and ~.hey are offering very attractive 
prizes for 4-H booth displi:\YS• First prize will be $50;. 
2nd prize, $45; 3rd prizes· $40; 4th prize, $JS; 5th prize, 
$30. All other displays will receive $25. The 4•H booth§ 
will be 8 x 10 feet • 
. we are sure that you are doing a fine job with 
your 4-H club wo:rk and we know o! no better way to display 
this work than in a booth at the fair. 
Please make your plans during your school term or 
as soon as pos~ible. Let ue lmow when you decide so we can 
make reservations for space. 
"Make the best b~tter" by putting all that you. 
have into a booth ~t the fair tte week of October 13. 
Vezy truly yours, 
2 ':1/.JIM· ~ 1 H. Hopkint', unty Agent 
JHH,FA/fah 
